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ABSTRACT

Attracting prey by exploiting a visual sensory bias is a common theme in stationary predators across

many taxa, particularly for obligate ambush predators, such as orb-weaving spiders, because they

construct complex prey traps. Mimicry of UV-reflecting floral-guides has been suggested as the

mechanism behind the tendency for spiders and silk web decorations (stabilimenta) to reflect in the UV,

to attract pollinators that they then prey upon. Also, many insects are attracted to UV because it most

commonly indicates open sky, or a safe flight path. My study focuses on the prey attraction function of

stabilimenta, in Argiope trifasciata in eastern Ontario. Decorated webs were no more likely to contain

prey than undecorated webs, but for adult spiders, longer stabilimenta were associated with increased

likelihood of prey capture. For both adults and juveniles, larger webs were more likely to contain prey

in undecorated webs, but for decorated webs, web size was not a predictor of prey presence. I interpret

this as evidence for a trade-off between two alternative prey capture strategies: building a web with a

large capture area, or building a small web with a stabilimentum. In further support of this trade-off,

smaller webs were more likely to contain a stabilimentum, for both juveniles and adults. My data also

suggest that close neighbours compete rather than cooperate with each other. Adult webs were spaced

farther apart from each other than juvenile webs, more than would be expected based on web diameter

difference. For juveniles, webs with a closer neighbour were more likely to be decorated, implying an

increased need for prey attraction in the presence of a nearby competitor. For adults, prey was more

likely to be found in webs that were more solitary. My results do not support the hypothesis that

visually attractive spiders increased prey capture by aggregating. 
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CHAPTER 1: General Introduction

The foraging literature organizes predation strategies into three basic types depending on how a

predator expends energy to obtain prey. Type 1 predators are primarily stationary, passively waiting for

potential prey to come within a particular range before they attack, where this attack distance is

dictated by optimizing energy expenditure and intake based on prey size and distance (Schoener 1969).

Type 2 predators are active hunters, differing from Type 1 predators in that they expend large amounts

of time and energy exclusively in search of prey (Schoener 1969). Type 3 predators alternate between

the first two strategies depending upon prey density (Norberg 1977). As Andrews (1979) suggests,

these models neglect to properly address predators that are 'obligate ambushers' due to morphological

or behavioural constraints precluding them from actively pursuing prey. 

One type of obligate ambush predator, dominated almost entirely in the literature (and apparently

in nature) by web-building spiders, includes species which capture their prey by creating specialized

traps. Depending upon the time and resources invested in these traps, trap-building species are

generally more loyal to their stationary lifestyle than ambush predators without constructed traps. This

is true for web-building spiders, at least in the short term, but they will change locations if prey density

is low or web damage is frequent (Enders 1976). Predators that are obliged to remain stationary due to

their fixed location traps do not fit well into the predation strategy framework developed by Schoener

(1969) and amended by Norberg (1977). While they do not expend energy in active pursuit of prey,

building and maintaining a trap comes at a high energy cost (Peakall and Witt 1976; Opell 1998). Web-

building spiders and other stationary predators have evolved remarkable and varied foraging

adaptations to suit their stationary lifestyle, including defensive and protective adaptations to meet the

challenge of avoiding becoming prey themselves. This chapter focuses on prey capture adaptations,

predation avoidance measures, and implications for competition and cooperation that pertain to
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stationary predators, particularly obligate ambush, trap-building predators such as web-building

spiders. 

Adaptations facilitative of prey capture in stationary predators

Stationary predators must either place themselves or their traps where prey is already abundant, or

attract prey to within close enough range for ambush. One obvious limitation to being a stationary

predator is the need to prey only upon moving prey. Active hunters can either pursue moving prey or

take stationary prey, but stationary predators must wait for moving insects or other animals to either

pass within close range or be intercepted by their traps. Stationary predators have evolved an incredible

diversity of adaptations to draw in their prey, spanning all known sensory modalities. In this section I

explore the varied adaptations possessed by stationary and, especially, trap-building predators, paying

attention to the degree and type of prey specialization implied by each strategy.  

Facilitation of prey capture through optimal positioning

Taking advantage of habitats with a high density of moving prey is one way to succeed as a stationary

predator. Nocturnal orb-weavers that occupy areas around outdoor electric lights provide a notable

example of specialization on a lucrative and easily exploited resource. In climates and during seasons

that are hospitable, one would be hard-pressed to find an outdoor light devoid of at least one extremely

well-fed spider taking advantage of the abundance of moths, flies, and beetles that flock nightly to the

artificial glow. The nocturnal orb-weaver Larinioides sclopetetarius was more often found on

artificially lit than unlit handrails of a footbridge, and those on lit rails captured significantly more prey

(Heiling 1998). This same study also found evidence for a genetic predisposition to seek out lit web-
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sites, as laboratory-reared spiders with no experience with artificial light displayed the same preference

(Heiling 1998). 

Prey capture through camouflage: the sneak attack

 

For stationary predators that rely on ambush and hidden traps, avoiding premature detection by

potential prey is of primary concern. One way predators can accomplish stealth is to manipulate

materials available in their environment. Trapdoor spiders (family Ctenizidae) construct burrows with a

silken-hinged 'trapdoor' made of soil, vegetation, and silk. The spider is hidden behind the trapdoor,

and materials comprising it provide effective camouflage. At night, the spider raises the trapdoor

slightly and sits with its front legs stretched out of the opening, waiting for prey to venture within easy

reach (Foelix 1986). More advanced forms of such a trap door structure contain 'trip lines', either radial

silk lines or branches that the spider places around the burrow to facilitate early detection of prey

(Foelix 1986). 

In addition to, or in place of, using aspects of their physical environment to provide cover, sit-

and-wait predators are often cryptic in colouration. For stationary predators that are active during the

day, crypsis can be presumed to facilitate prey capture, whereas cryptic body colouration in nocturnal

predators is more likely an adaptation affording them protection from their own daytime predators. In

many species, cryptic colouration provides camouflage against the background most common for the

animal, providing more ambush opportunities as unsuspecting prey are more likely to venture within

range of predators that are difficult to detect. Examples of this predation strategy can be found in

stationary predators across a variety of taxa including lizards (e.g., Corytophanes cristatus, Andrews

1979), and frogs (e.g., Ceratophrys cornuta, Duellman and Lizana 1994). A more intricate form of

camouflage occurs when the predator has a specific likeness to an inert object in its environment, such
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as a piece of bark, a leaf, or a twig. Many species of caterpillar, stick insect, and praying mantid display

this kind of mimicry, termed 'special resemblance' by Cott (1940). While sometimes considered a form

of Batesian mimicry, organisms that employ this type of camouflage are more correctly described

simply as cryptic, as they produce signals of no interest to potential prey or predators (Evans and

Schmidt 1990). Both of these types of camouflage are probably beneficial from both an aggressive and

defensive perspective.

Prey attraction through sensory exploitation: exploiting intraspecific communication 

Sensory exploitation occurs when a signaller exploits a pre-existing sensory response in an intended

signal receiver, to the signaller's own benefit (Sakaluk 2000; Maynard Smith and Harper 2003). One

sensory trap (term coined by Christy 1995) employed by some stationary predators to attract prey is the

exploitation of signals used in intraspecific communication. Examples of sensory exploitation are often

also described as aggressive mimicry, wherein predators display signals similar to those of a harmless

model, and thereby avoid detection by their prey. Predators attracting prey through this method tend to

display incredible feats of exploitative coevolution, specializing unmistakably on particular taxonomic

groups. The bolas spider provides an example: bolas spiders do not build webs, and hunt using a line

with a sticky silk globule on the end. The female mimics the sex pheromones of its moth prey (Stowe

et al. 1987), and swings the 'bolas' at passing male moths, which they detect through wing vibrations

(Haynes et al. 2001). 

Predatory exploitation of sexually receptive males is a common theme in nature, and spiders are

not the only taxon to take advantage of males by hijacking intraspecific mating cues. The katydid

Chlorobalius leucoviridis exploits sonically transmitted male-female signals by imitating the species-

specific reply clicks given by sexually receptive female cicadas (Marshall and Hill 2009). Fireflies of
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the genus Photuris are also aggressive mimics, luring prey to where they are perched by mimicking the

sexual flashes of the heterospecific female fireflies they prey upon (Lloyd 1984). 

Prey attraction through sensory exploitation: imitating a resource or a location 

The appearance of prey traps and the predators themselves are often sensory traps that lure prey by

imitating a resource, such as food or a preferred habitat. For predators that rely on surprise attacks and

traps to get food, it might seem as though conspicuous colouration should be rare, as it might reduce

foraging success by alerting potential prey to the presence of the predator, or even increase risks posed

by visually hunting predators. Nevertheless, bright colouration and visual conspicuousness are

commonplace in stationary predators, with many being colourful or building conspicuous traps (e.g.,

pitcher plants, Moran et al. 1999; antlions, Hauber 1999; orb-weaving spiders, Craig and Ebert 1994).

In some cases predators build cryptic traps but are conspicuous themselves, e.g., Gasteracantha

fornicata (Hauber 2002), a species for which there is experimental evidence supporting a prey

attractant function of bright body colouration. Orientation of the predator can provide clues as to the

mechanism by which colour is used as a prey attractant: G. fornicata tend to face their striped and

colourful dorsal surface toward the ground or away from openings in the vegetation (Hauber 2002).

Hauber (2002) speculates that this is consistent with a foraging strategy that attracts prey insects

travelling from darker to lighter patches. The evolutionary stability of colour as a prey attractant should

be favoured in lower predator densities and when prey associate important benefits with attraction to

bright patches (e.g., foraging or mating opportunities, Reeve 1989). 

A further example of a species attracting prey by imitating a safe or desirable location can be seen

in species of the New Zealand glow worm, Arachnocampa. The larvae of this genus, providing a rare

example of a non-arachnid trap-building predator, live on the roofs of caves and produce glowing,
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sticky mucous strands that attract prey, possibly by luring them to an apparent starry sky (Broadley and

Stringer 2001). 

A legitimate concern to the validity of the 'colour as a prey attractant' hypothesis is the

anthropocentric tendency for researchers to neglect the fact that the visual systems of potential

predators and prey of stationary predators are quite different from our own. Body colouration or traps

appearing conspicuous to us does not rule out the possibility that they serve as effective camouflage for

the stationary predators. Accordingly, recent research has attempted to address this concern. For

example, a study by Tso, Lin and Yang (2004) examined two different colour morphs of the giant wood

spider, Nephila pilipes, relative to what is known about insect visual physiology. The typical morph

was found to capture more prey than the melanic morph, and calculated colour contrasts suggested that

the visual signal of the typical morph, as perceived by insects, looked less like spiders and more like

certain food resources than the melanic morphs. The typical morph of Nephila pilipes (in common with

a number of other orb-weaving spiders) is mainly yellow, a colour signal that many insects associate

with food resources such as flowers and new leaves (Prokopy and Owens 1983). 

In a more obvious illustration of imitation of a resource for purposes of prey capture, the alligator

snapping turtle (Macrochelys temminckii) possesses a strikingly deceptive adaptation to lure its fish

prey. A conspicuous pink extension adorns the turtle's tongue, resembling a worm, which is wriggled

around to trick fish which are eaten when they venture closer to investigate their apparent prey capture

opportunity (Spindel, Dobie and Buxton 2005).

Luring prey by providing a resource  

While provision of an apparent resource is best described as sensory exploitation, some stationary

predators go so far as to present an actual resource to their prey to lure them closer. As an actual, not
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just mimicked, resource is more apt to distract potential prey, this strategy is likely more useful for

predators which might take longer to respond, or have limited responsive abilities, such as predatory

plants. Pitcher plants (families Nepenthaceae and Sarraceniaceae) provides an interesting example of

this strategy. Glands throughout the epidermis of the pitcher, particularly on the mouth and veins of the

hood, produce a carbohydrate-rich nectar that attracts insects which come and feed on it, often

becoming trapped in the water- and enzyme-containing pitcher and preyed upon by the plant (Cipollini,

Newell and Nastase 1994). As the carnivorous pitcher plant's strategy depends on their distracted prey

losing its footing and slipping into the pitcher, perhaps fleeting attraction of briefly duped prey would

not be enough to make the pitcher an effective prey capture strategy, and expending the energy to

actually provide carbohydrates distracts prey to the extent that they make fatal mistakes.  

Stationary cheaters: parasitizing the efforts of stationary predators

Web-building spiders often suffer the kleptoparasitism of their prey traps. While in many species, a

degree of kleptoparasitism occurs intraspecifically, with males waiting on the edges of a nearly mature

female's web, some spiders are victim to obligate, heterospecific kleptoparasites, spiders which have

evolved very specialized behaviours and adaptations to facilitate effective prey-thieving from host

webs. Spiders of the genus Argyrodes provide the most well-known example of this strategy, spending

most of their lives in the web of their host, either taking small prey ignored by the host spider or

stealing larger prey that the host exerts effort to capture and wrap or kill (Exline and Levi 1962). 

How do stationary predators avoid being preyed upon?

Being a stationary predator carries with it the inevitable risk of becoming stationary prey. Compared to
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active hunters, stationary predators face very different predation risks. To avoid being preyed upon

themselves, stationary predators must either stay out of reach of their predators, stay out of sight of

their predators, or possess either warning colouration that dissuades predators from attacking or cryptic

colouration that provides camouflage. Stationary predators employ a suite of behavioural anti-predator

responses, ranging from behaviours that remove them from the line of attack to those that confuse or

scare their potential predators. Thus, there is great pressure on stationary predators to evolve elaborate

prey defense tactics. Web decorations in orb-weaving spiders are an example of a prominent visual

signal that the spider can modify stochastically. The important implication of this is it allows the spider

to evade the simple brains of many of its potential predators and prey, in that when presented with a

constantly changing visual landscape, signal receivers are unable to learn to avoid the web and are thus

more often ensnared (Craig 1995).   

Temporally avoiding visual predators  

Perhaps the easiest way to live a stationary lifestyle and avoid the need to remain hidden, or to possess

specialized adaptations against visual predators, is to hunt at night. This likely explains why nocturnal

hunting is a common strategy in orb-weaving spiders. Nocturnally active spiders can capitalize on the

availability of nocturnal prey such as flies and moths with little competition from other hunters of aerial

arthropods aside from bats. By remaining hidden or inactive during daylight hours, these spiders

temporally segregate themselves from many potential predators, avoiding predation risks presented by

the abundance of diurnal visual hunters. Most nocturnally active spiders are dull in colour, likely due to

a combination of daytime crypsis being advantageous when they are less active and vulnerable to

visual predators, and a lack of benefit to harbouring prey attractive, conspicuous colours for their

nocturnal activity. However, some orb-weavers actively hunt both during the day and at night, which is
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interesting considering that their body colouration has evolved in response to prey capture needs in two

very different light environments. Leucauge magnifica and Neoscona punctigera are two notable

examples of orb-weavers which hunt both during the day and at night, and possess bright colouration

(Tso, Huang and Liao 2007; Chuang, Yang and Tso 2007). As these spiders hunt during the day as well

as at night it is possible that their colouration appeals to the sensory biases of both diurnal and

nocturnal prey, allowing them to successfully take advantage of temporally distinct prey niches.

Keeping in mind that bright colouration conceivably attracts diurnal predators, it is also possible that

these spiders can afford to be more cautious and less productive during the day due to nightly foraging

supplements. 

Physical barriers and early warning systems   

Maintaining physical barriers that serve to stop, slow, or at least forewarn of the approach of danger is

one way that stationary predators are able to offset the vulnerability that accompanies being relatively

immobile. For trap-building predators such as web-building spiders, the trap itself often serves a

defensive role. While the two-dimensional orb webs of Araneidae are the most well-known and

thoroughly studied, the defensive role they play is minimal compared to three-dimensional webs such

as those spun by tangle-web weavers (Theridiidae) or sheet-web weavers (Linyphiidae). The diversity

of spider taxa that build three-dimensional webs suggests that escape from wasp predation, primarily

by the spider-specialist family Sphecidae, has been a deciding factor in their success, as three-

dimensional webs provide much greater protection from wasp attacks (Blackledge, Coddington and

Gillespie 2003). Some orb-web weavers, particularly juveniles, gain some of the defensive benefits of

three-dimensional webs by adding cone-like tangles of non-sticky silk, termed barrier webs, to their

orbs (i.e., Higgins 1992). Barrier webs are usually only added to the side of the web on which the
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spider sits. They provide defense both by acting as a physical barrier between the spider and its

predator, and by transmitting vibrations to the spider that provide an early warning of an impending

threat (i.e., Argiope trifasciata, Argiope aurantia, Tolbert 1975). 

Visual occlusion

Visual occlusion from predators is a common defensive strategy employed by diurnal stationary

predators. Araneus trifolium displays a response typical of most Araneus spiders to the predation and

environmental risks that accompany the lifestyle of a diurnal orb-weaver by constructing a retreat using

a leaf attached to one of the herbaceous plants to which it anchors its web (Olive 1980). This spider

spends most of its day protected from the sun, wind, and visually hunting predators while inside the

leaf, emerging only to attack intercepted prey when it senses vibration. Labyrinth spiders construct a

hideout from a single detached leaf that they incorporate into the tangle-web section of their web (i.e.

Metepeira labyrinthea, Wise 1983). Web decorations such as discoid stabilimenta are thought to

provide an amount of visual occlusion from potential predators, particularly for the juvenile spiders

who are most likely to build them (Eberhard 1973). 

Hiding in plain view – defensive camouflage and defensive mimicry 

Orb-weaving spiders that reside at the hub of their web for virtually their entire lives must either 'hide'

in plain view or accept an extremely high risk of predation, and many types of camouflage have arisen

to solve this problem. Cruciate stabilimenta may extend the appearance of the spider's legs (held

together in four pairs), and make it appear too large for gape-limited predators (Schoener and Spiller

1992). Detritus stabilimenta built by Cyclosa confusa from remnants of prey carcasses were found by
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Chou et al. (2005) to make the web more visible to prey and thus hinder prey capture. However, the

trade-off is clearly worth it, as spiders on decorated webs suffered less predation than those on

undecorated webs. The number of wasp attacks experienced by decorated webs was no less than for

undecorated webs, but when attacking webs that contained lines of detritus, wasps tended to go for the

decorations instead of the spider (Chou et al. 2005). 

For many Argiope species, the spider's abdomen and legs are striped, an adaptation common to

many taxa that serves to break up the outline of the body against the background and make it more

difficult for predators to identify the animal as a potential prey item. Nevertheless, predation rates are

high for spiders that remain at the hub of their web, and they are commonly taken by mantids (Bruce,

Herberstein and Elgar 2001), mud-dauber wasps (Blackledge and Wenzel 2001), and jumping spiders

(Seah and Li 2001). This increased predation risk is likely offset by the prey capture advantage

incurred by being able to quickly and accurately respond to prey interceptions. In addition, the prey

lure function of unobscured, colourful bodies may counter the increased predation risk that

accompanies being so exposed.   

Chameleons are a well-known example of cryptic stationary predators, and their dynamic

colouration also affords protection from visually hunting predators such as birds and snakes. Dwarf

chameleons appear to address the problem of appearing sufficiently cryptic to multiple predators with

differing sensory capabilities by exhibiting predator-specific colour changes. Stuart-Fox, Moussalli,

and Whiting (2008) found that chameleons showed better background colour matching when

responding to birds than to snakes, although they appeared more camouflaged to the snake visual

system, as snakes have poorer colour discrimination than birds. 

Instead of rendering the animal cryptic, body colouration can also provide protection by imitating

something dangerous or unappetizing. Such defensive mimicry is evident in some species of female

bolas spider, which look remarkably similar to bird droppings due to their large, globular abdomen and
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brown cephalothorax (Opell 1984). As animals that prey on spiders pay little attention to bird

droppings, this colouration is a highly successful method of protection.  

Defensive behaviours

Behaviours that serve to confuse or frighten potential predators can be an important part of a stationary

predator's defense repertoire. Examples of behaviours employed by orb-weaving spiders include

dropping from the web to the ground, rapid lateral movements to throw off predatory aim, stilting

(angling the abdomen such that it may appear less spider-like and confuse its predator), and 'pumping'

the web (rapid movements back and forth which blur the appearance of the spider and distort the plane

of the web) (Hoffmaster 1982). 

How do stationary predators cooperate and compete to obtain prey?   

Cooperation and competition are manifested in both analogous and unique ways for predators that hunt

from a static position, as compared to active hunters. For stationary predators, success does not depend

on speed or locomotor ability so much as stealth and precision, and either optimal positioning or

adaptations that attract prey to where the predator waits. There is often competition over prime prey

interception locations, and, as a result, stationary predators are often very territorial. As an example,

web invading occurs across many spider taxa (e.g., labyrinth spiders, Wise 2004), wherein spiders

invade the webs of nearby conspecifics, consuming the inhabitant and taking over the web. 

Competition is not always the standard and for a number of stationary predators, it is more

beneficial to join forces to obtain more prey, larger prey, or to occupy a novel niche that is inaccessible

without a degree of cooperation or tolerance. Cooperation does not preclude competition, and
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stationary predators provide many opportunities to explore situations where individuals compete to

maximize personal gain while also cooperating with conspecifics. 

Increasing prey yield is one reason for cooperation to evolve in stationary predators. Orb-

weaving spiders are known to aggregate facultatively to increase prey yield, and several mechanisms

for this increase have been suggested and examined. The 'ricochet effect' (Uetz 1989) is one way that

close proximity to conspecifics can be beneficial, rather than detrimental, to the prey yield of the

individuals involved. The ricochet effect describes prey capture that occurs after prey have bounced off

one-to-several webs in succession without being captured. For colonial spiders in large enough groups,

gains from the ricochet effect are accrued in the form of more and larger prey, as well as reduced

variance in individual prey capture rate (Uetz 1989). In some species the ricochet effect influences

taxonomic composition of prey caught, mainly due to the ease with which some prey (e.g.,

Lepidoptera) escape from spider webs but tend to be re-captured in nearby webs (Uetz 1989).  

Cooperation sometimes facilitates the capture of prey much larger than individual predators

would ever be able to acquire on their own. A fascinating example of this occurs with tiny Allomerus

decemarticulatus ants in the Amazon rainforest, which live on only one species of tree and exhibit

incredibly fine-tuned cooperative trap-building behaviours that allow capture of prey orders of

magnitude larger than the ants themselves. Ants use hair from the host plant's stem along with a fungal

mycelium that groups of ants “farm” to build a spongy platform that effectively traps much larger

insects (Dejean et al. 2005). They then wait for prey beneath the platform, with their mandibles

sticking through the holes in the platform. When a suitable prey insect lands on the trap, the ants move

in and out of the holes in opposite directions, stretching the prey in a group effort as they work, so that

swarms of workers can sting the prey and immobilize it with their venom (Dejean et al. 2005). 

Social spiders of the family Theridiidae exemplify the ability to capture larger prey through

sociality: social spiders such as Anelosimus eximius capture significantly larger insects when compared
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to solitary web-building spiders, owing to communal efforts to subdue larger prey that might be able to

struggle enough to evade capture by a single spider (Nentwig 2004). However, competition between

individuals is still evident, even in cooperative scenarios. Social spiders can achieve maximal

individual gain by consuming captured prey at a faster rate (Amir, Whitehouse, and Lubin 2000), or by

occupying optimal positions within the communal web relative to prey (Ulbrich and Henschel 1999). 

Cooperating can be more beneficial than being aggressively territorial when it allows the

individuals to access niches that would be impossible to occupy on their own. A prime example of this

comes from the tropical and sub-tropical orb-weavers Nephila clavipes, which can often be seen in

groups of interconnected individual webs spanning long stretches of open space, high in the canopy.

This makes it possible for them to capture a wider variety of prey items, including those which frequent

upper levels of the forest and fly predominantly in very open space (Shear 1970). By using the webs of

conspecifics as attachment points, spiders are able to occupy this niche using the silk resources they

can feasibly produce. 

The examples I present in this review are only a small sampling of adaptations facilitating a

lifestyle of stationary predation. There is a great diversity of stationary predators in nature, across many

different taxa, possessing an incredible variety of adaptations allowing them to consume, attract or trap

prey, evade their own predators, and compete and cooperate with each other. Appreciating the diversity

of adaptations possessed by stationary predators helps us to understand and categorize the strategies

which have facilitated their success. The ability to produce silk and use it to create prey traps has

enabled great diversification of web-building spiders, as their constructed traps often offer predation

protection as well as facilitate prey capture, and can provide unique opportunities for cooperation

among conspecifics. 
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Introduction to stabilimenta

Silk web decorations, termed 'stabilimenta' (singular 'stabilimentum'), are often incorporated into the

webs of many orb-weaving species, usually at the hub of the web. The size, form, and frequency of

web decorations are notable for being extremely variable, both inter- and intraspecifically (reviewed by

Herberstein et al. 2000). Stabilimenta are the subject of widespread debate among ecologists, and

extensive attempts to understand their function have yielded conflicting results. In response to the

inability of continuing research to resolve these conflicts, recent emphasis has been placed on the fact

that hypotheses for stabilimenta function are not always mutually exclusive (Li 2005). Stabilimentum

function has recently been hypothesized to be more context-dependent than previously understood

(Bruce 2006). 

Stabilimenta have evolved nine times in three different families (Scharff and Coddington 1997)

and have been observed in at least 78 species of 22 genera (Herberstein et al. 2000). Stabilimentum

type, as reviewed by Bruce (2006) falls under one of 6 main categories: cruciate (cross-shaped), linear,

discoid, irregular mat, spiral, or tuft (Figure 1.1). Ontogenetic variation in decorating behaviour and

decoration type is common in the genus Argiope, with juveniles usually constructing discoid

decorations and sexually mature individuals constructing linear or cruciate stabilimenta (A. savignyi,

Nentwig and Heimer 1987; A. flavipalis; Ewer 1972, Edmunds 1986; A. aetherea, Clyne 1969; A.

keyserlingi, Herberstein et al. 2000). Though this age-related pattern has not gone unnoticed, little

research has focused on stabilimentum function in juveniles compared to that in adults. The few studies

that have looked at the effects of age suggest that stabilimentum function may change with ontogenetic

stage (Li et al. 2003). A. versicolor juveniles build decorations of different forms from adults of the

same species, which build only linear or cruciate stabilimenta, resulting in further speculation as to

whether stabilimenta might serve different functions in juveniles and adults (Li et al. 2004). A. 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic diagrams of the 6 main types of stabilimenta (clockwise from top left): cruciate,

linear, discoid, tuft, spiral, irregular mat. Adapted from Bruce 2006. 
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aurantia and A. trifasciata also tend to show this ontogenetic pattern (Herberstein et al. 2000). In A.

trifasciata, however, linear stabilimenta are by no means exclusive to adult spiders as they were

observed in webs occupied by spiders as small as 4 mm in length in the present study (S. A. Crowe,

personal observation). 

Most research into the function of silk web decorations assume a visual role, but results remain

conflicting and often contradictory, particularly with regards to prey attraction versus predation

protection hypotheses. In the remainder of this introduction, I outline (i) support for the prey attraction

hypothesis through field correlations as well as controlled experiments, (ii) hypothesized mechanisms

explaining why stabilimenta attract prey, and (iii) the role of UV, and how this relates to prey and

predator visual systems. I also summarize what we can expect to learn by considering web decorating

behaviour relative to internal and environmental factors, and I discuss current views regarding how

stabilimenta might be perceived by potential predators or web-damagers, as well as non-visual

hypotheses for stabilimenta function including intriguing new research relating stabilimenta function to

moulting physiology and maintenance of high aciniform gland activity. 

Stabilimenta as a prey attractant

Insect prey of many taxa are attracted to spider webs containing stabilimenta, spider silk, silk

decorations excised from webs, and spiders themselves. This attraction is presumed by most

researchers to be visual, as only diurnal spiders include silk decorations in their webs (Herberstein et

al. 2000). Silk decorations from Argiope keyserlingi webs were found to attract the fly Chrysomya

varipes in a series of Y-choice experiments (Bruce, Herberstein and Elgar 2001). Juvenile Argiope

versicolor decorated webs attract more fruit flies than do undecorated webs (Li et al. 2004). Artificial

webs containing stabilimenta from Argiope aurantia intercepted more flying insects than the control
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group of artificial webs containing non-decorative silk from the same area of the web (Tso 1998a).

Spider visual signals have been found to be somewhat prey-specific, and some potential prey species

are deterred by decorations (i.e., ichneumonid wasps, Blamires et al. 2008). 

Field correlations between web decorating and prey capture form most recent evidence in support

of the prey attraction hypothesis. Capture rate for Argiope keyserlingi correlated with web area in

undecorated but not decorated webs (Bruce, Herberstein and Elgar 2001). Similarly, Araneus eburnus

webs were found to capture similar numbers of prey whether decorated or not, but decorated webs

tended to be smaller (Bruce, Heiling, and Herberstein 2004), suggesting a trade-off between capture

area and decoration investment. More flying insects were intercepted by decorated than undecorated

Argiope trifasciata webs (Tso 1996), and decorated webs of A. keyserlingi captured more prey overall

than undecorated webs (Herberstein 2000). When controlling for capture area of the web, decorated A.

appensa webs captured more prey than undecorated webs, which tended to be larger (Hauber 1998).

Prey attraction has thus been supported in spiders that build linear, cruciate, and discoid web

decorations with the finding that presence, number, and size of decorative silk bands relate to presence

and interception rate of prey (reviewed by Herberstein et al. 2000). 

Controlled field experiments have also yielded support for the prey attraction hypothesis, and are

beneficial in that they allow for causal inferences to be drawn in a natural setting. Date, web location,

and any web-related variables such as orb size, mesh size, and silk diameter were effectively controlled

in a study conducted by Tso (1998) that experimentally examined the effects of A. trifasciata

stabilimenta on prey capture. Tso (1998) used identical artificial webs in wooden frames that included

excised stabilimenta in the treatment group, and a portion of capture silk in the control group. He found

that artificial webs containing stabilimenta were 41% more likely to capture flying prey than controls.

However, there was no difference in the capture rate of Orthopteran prey between treatment and control

groups, suggesting that the prey attraction benefit to stabilimenta is for particular prey species only.  
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Two potential mechanisms for insect visual attraction to silk web decorations have guided

research in the area, but neither have been explicitly tested. Both hypothesized mechanisms rely on the

fact that many insects are attracted to ultraviolet reflectance (Li et al. 2004; Briscoe and Chittka 2001),

and many spiders, web silks, and web decorations reflect in the ultraviolet range (i.e. Craig and Bernard

1990; Craig, Bernard and Coddington 1994). Ultraviolet-reflective markings on many insect-pollinated

flowers visually guide insects to their nectar or pollen reward (Frolich 1976), and this has been

proposed as one potential mechanism for the evolution of visually similar prey-luring properties of orb-

weaving spiders and their webs (Craig and Bernard 1990). Spiders thus are hypothesized to exploit the

coevolved interdependence of pollinators and plants that possess floral guides, deceiving their prey by

mimicking a food resource (Craig 1994). Another potential mechanism hypothesizes that flying insects

are attracted to UV-bright spiders and silks due to the ubiquity of the “open space” response, an

attraction to UV-bright patches characteristic of open areas free for maneuvering (Goldsmith 1961, Hu

and Stark 1977). 

UV reflectance as an important attractive feature of prey lures has been supported by several

studies. Webs of Argiope versicolor juveniles containing discoid decorations captured more Drosophila

than undecorated webs in Y-choice experiments, but only in the presence of UV light (Li et al. 2004).

UV light also plays a role in insect attraction to decorated Octonoba sybotides webs: Drosophila in a Y-

choice maze chose their flight path randomly in UV-negative light, but were significantly attracted to

decorated webs in UV-positive light (Watanabe 1999a). 

Visual systems of prey and predator insects must be understood to properly evaluate the visual

interactions between spiders, webs, and web decorations and the species that encounter them. This

aspect of research into visual signals made by sit-and-wait predators has proven to be the most difficult,

due to a lack of information about many invertebrate visual systems. The wide variety of taxa that prey

upon and are preyed upon by orb-web spiders have very different visual systems, not adequately
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represented by available invertebrate visual models, which are only so far available for some insect

groups, i.e., honeybees (Briscoe and Chittka 2001). 

Most insect visual receptors are sensitive to both blue and UV light (Briscoe and Chittka 2001).

Honeybees, vespid wasps, blowflies, and stingless bees all either have peak visual sensitivity in the UV

range, or exhibit phototaxis toward UV light, and similar responses are expected of other insects with

similar visual physiology such as dragonflies, beetles, some Diptera, and most Hymenoptera (Briscoe

and Chittka 2001). Contrast is at least as important as reflectance when considering the visibility of a

potential signal, and UV patches on flowers, spiders, and webs contrast against the UV-dull reflectance

characteristic of most natural backgrounds such as bark, leaves, and soil (Endler 1993). Bruce, Heiling,

and Herberstein (2005) used models of honeybee and blue tit vision as potential spider prey and

predators respectively, to calculate achromatic and chromatic contrasts of spiders against both web

decorations and green vegetation background. They estimated the conspicuousness of spiders to

honeybees and blue tits at long and short distances, and found that decorations are likely to be highly

conspicuous to both the model predator and prey. 

Web-decorating behaviour in relation to internal and environmental factors has also been

examined, providing evidence both consistent and inconsistent with the prey attraction hypothesis. For

example, satiated spiders spin larger and more frequent web decorations (Blackledge 1998b, Tso 1999,

Seah and Li 2002), contrary to the increase in foraging effort relative to hunger we would expect from

optimal foraging theory. Frequent decorators, however, have been found to both grow faster and take

greater predation risks (Li 2005). Clearly the only way to resolve the question of cause and effect

relative to food intake and decorating behaviour is through controlled experimentation. 

Ambient light affects decorating behaviour in a way consistent with the prey attraction hypothesis

for Argiope aetherea: spiders in experimentally dimmer conditions spun larger decorations (Elgar,

Allan and Evans 1996). Prey abundance also influences web-decorating behaviour, and Argiope
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argentata was found to increase decoration frequency in the presence of stingless bees, their main prey

(Craig et al. 2001). Predator cues in Argiope versicolor have the opposite effect, causing spiders to

reduce their decoration frequency, which is consistent with a trade-off between prey and predator

attractive qualities of silk decorations. 

Stabilimenta as a prey attractant for facultatively aggregating spiders

Ultraviolet-reflecting visual displays produced by spider bodies and silk web decorations attract prey,

and may be an important factor in the evolution of obligate group foraging in web-spinning spiders

(Craig 1991). Phylogenetic comparisons reveal that the evolution of group foraging closely tracks silk

reflectance: group foraging has arisen frequently in spider taxa characterized by highly UV-reflective

silks, but infrequently in taxa consisting of spiders that produce silks which are low in UV reflectance

or spectrally flat (Craig 1991). The tendency to tolerate conspecifics at close proximity either when

prey abundance is very high or when prey abundance is unpredictable or low is thought to be an

important precursor to colonial, or parasocial, behaviour in web-building spiders (Wilson 1971). 

Detailed exploration of the prey-attractant properties of UV-reflective spider bodies and silks has

been carried out by Craig and her colleagues (Craig and Bernard 1990; Craig and Ebert 1994; Craig,

Weber and Bernard 1996; Craig et al. 2001). Their research suggests that a key advantage to facultative

aggregation for orb-weaving spiders in the genus Argiope is the prey attraction benefit incurred through

taking part in an amplified visual signal, and that the visually attractive nature of UV-reflective web

decorations and spider bodies exhibits a synergistic effect when spiders are grouped (Craig 1991).

When spiders and decorations remained on the webs, solitary webs were less likely to intercept prey

than grouped webs, but when spiders and decorations were removed, there was no difference in prey

interception rate between solitary and grouped spiders (Craig 1991). Thus, aggregated spiders in this
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situation could be considered participants in a cooperative arrangement wherein competition between

nearby conspecifics is overridden by the prey attraction benefits accrued by being a part of an

amalgamated deceptive visual signal. However, within groups, decorated webs were more likely to

intercept prey than undecorated webs (Craig 1991). Craig's findings (1991) suggest that individuals still

compete with their close neighbours within aggregations, attracting prey insects away from

neighbouring webs and toward their own webs by incorporating stabilimenta into their webs. 

Stabilimenta as attractive or detractive to predators 

Hypotheses exploring the relationship between predation risk and visual properties of stabilimenta

divide into two apparently mutually exclusive categories: stabilimenta help to camouflage or

aposematically protect spiders from potential predators, or they visually attract predators as well as

prey, implying an important conflict between the benefits of prey attraction and the risks of attracting

predators. Camouflage hypotheses suggest that spiral or discoid stabilimenta may hide spiders from

potential predators (Eberhard 1973, Ewer 1972), while linear and cruciate decorations conceal the true

shape of the spider making it appear less obvious (Edmunds 1986) or bigger, appearing as long pairs of

legs (Schoener and Spiller 1992) to potential (perhaps gape-limited) predators. The web is a noxious

substance for some animals, such as birds, that might get caught up in sticky silk. Horton (1980)

suggested that web decorations may protect some species of spider by advertising the presence of this

unpleasant sticky silk, potentially hindering a bird's flying ability and putting them at risk for predation.

Horton found that A. trifasciata and A. argentata without webs were more likely to be attacked by blue

jays than were those with webs, and inhabitants of undecorated webs were at a greater risk than those

in decorated webs, suggesting that the birds had learned to associate web decorations with the presence

of a negative stimulus. Some correlative evidence has been found in support of a predator avoidance
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hypothesis for stabilimenta: Lubin (1975) found that spiders on the island of Daphne in the Galápagos

Archipelago, which is lacking in potential spider predators such as birds and lizards, spiders rarely

incorporate decorations into their webs. However, decorations are commonplace on nearby Santa Cruz

island, on which vertebrate spider predators are more numerous. 

Predators of spiders have been found to use web decorations to locate their prey. A species of

jumping spider, Portia labiata,specializing on orb-weaving spiders is known to be more often attracted

to decorated than undecorated webs (Seah and Li 2001). Experimental work by Li and Lim (2005)

further explored this and found that P. labiata preferentially approached UV-reflecting decorated webs

of Argiope versicolor rather than webs with UV light filtered out. Wasp attacks were also more frequent

on decorated webs of Argiope aemula (Cheng and Tso 2007). While finding that decorated Argiope

keyserlingi webs attracted more prey both in the field observationally and experimentally and in the lab

using a Y-choice maze, Bruce et al. (2001) found that decorated webs also attracted preying mantids,

which hunt spiders. Spiders also seemed to vary their decorating behaviour according to risk, adding

decorations less often if their webs were located in dense vegetation where predators had easier access.

The study by Bruce et al. (2001) provides clear evidence of the potential trade-off between prey

attraction and predation risk for web-decorating spiders, and highlights the importance of context and

the ability of spiders to exhibit plastic responses to their environment. 

Other visual hypotheses for stabilimenta function

Protection from web damage is another visual hypothesis for the function of stabilimenta. Eisner and

Nowicki (1983) found that decorated webs of Argiope aurantia and Argiope florida were less likely to

be damaged by birds than were undecorated webs. A natural experiment (the decimation of avian

populations on the island of Guam by the brown tree snake) allowed Kerr (1993) to compare
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stabilimenta presence between islands with and without birds. Kerr found that Argiope appensa webs

on Guam were significantly less likely to contain stabilimenta, supporting a web protection function.

Research on aviary-contained blue jays, A. trifasciata, and A. aurantia, has shown that web decorations

can prevent birds from flying into webs and damaging them (Horton 1980), which is costly for spiders

due to lost prey capture opportunities and inability to recycle silk from damaged webs. 

Non-visual hypotheses for stabilimenta function 

Web stability was the proposed function that gave way to the term 'stabilimenta' (Simon 1895), but it

has since found little support. However, one study found an increase in web tension in the presence of

spiral decorations of Octonoba sybotides, allowing hungry spiders to respond more quickly to small

prey insects hitting the web (Watanabe 2000). Anti-predatory pumping behaviour, wherein threatened

spiders obscure the outline of their body by rapidly thrusting the plane of the web back and forth, is

vigourous and can potentially damage the web. Stabilimenta may provide support during this

movement, making it a more effective strategy than dropping from the web (Li et al. 2003). Other non-

visual functions for web decorations include thermoregulation (Humphreys 1992), and acting as

surface on which drinking water can condense (Walter et al. 2009). 

Recent work by Walter et al. (2008a,b) has examined several potentially interesting non-visual

hypotheses for stabilimenta function, involving activity of the aciniform glands. The authors find

evidence to suggest that building silk decorations maintains a high level of activity in the silk glands

that are responsible for both decorations and quickly wrapping and immobilizing prey (Walter et al.

2008a). Another contribution by Walter and colleagues (2008b) is the finding that Argiope keyserlingi

built oversized decorations just prior to their final moult, which the authors suggest highlights their

need to outsource storage of important aciniform silks for swift post-moult replenishment. 
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Thesis outline

In this thesis I investigate several hypotheses for stabilimentum function in Argiope trifasciata by

examining relations between spider and web variables (spider size, web diameter, web height,

stabilimentum length, and distance to nearest conspecific neighbour) and the presence of prey in the

web, the presence of stabilimenta in the web, and the length of stabilimenta if present. I use these data

to test the hypothesis that presence and size of a web decoration increases the likelihood of prey being

caught in a web, and the hypothesis that web-decorating and building a web with a large capture area

are alternative foraging strategies that exhibit a trade-off. I also examine whether the data are consistent

with stabilimenta serving to maintain high activity in the aciniform glands to facilitate constant wrap-

attack readiness. Finally, I investigate whether this population of A. trifasciata appears to accrue a prey

capture benefit or detriment to foraging near closer neighbours, and whether web decorating behaviour

can provide any further insight into how neighbours interact. 
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CHAPTER 2: Methods

Study site and study species

Fieldwork for this study was conducted from 24 July to 23 September 2008 in hayfields at the Queen's

University Biological Station (QUBS), in eastern Ontario, Canada (44.34ºN, 76.19ºW), and in a field of

goldenrod next to a highway in nearby Portland, Ontario (44.60ºN, 76.20ºW). At the QUBS site,

supporting substrate for orb webs was primarily grass with goldenrod and milkweed interspersed; at the

Portland site, vegetation was primarily herbaceous, with goldenrod (Solidago spp.) dominant.        

Female banded garden spiders, Argiope trifasciata (Araneae: Araneidae, Forskal 1775; see Levi

1968 for taxonomic information) are brightly coloured with horizontal stripes of yellow, white, black,

and silver on the dorsal surface of their abdomen, and dark brown with two bright yellow vertical

patches on the ventral surface of their abdomen (Figure 2.1). The cephalothorax is silver in colour on

its dorsal surface, and dark brown on its ventral surface. Spiderlings emerge in early spring from

overwintering egg sacs, and grow to sexual maturity during the late summer and early fall

(McReynolds and Polis 1987). Mature and immature females build large orb webs, composed of radii,

sticky outer spirals, non-sticky inner spirals, and supporting frames. Immature males build webs for

foraging, but mature males do not, but instead tend to kleptoparasitize female webs while they wait for

the female to complete her final moult (pers. obs.), or they build small webs near female webs while

waiting for a chance to copulate. Adult females, juvenile males, and juvenile females often include

stabilimenta in the web, either one vertically below the hub, or one below and one above the hub (Tso

1999). Juveniles, and more rarely adults, may also include three dimensional barrier webbing facing the

side of the web where they sit (the dorsal side) or facing both the dorsal and ventral faces of the orb
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web. Juvenile A. trifasciata grow slowly throughout the summer relative to their sympatric sister

species, A. aurantia (Tolbert 1975). 

Figure 2.1 Adult female Argiope trifasciata facing downward on orb web. Lower linear stabilimentum

is visible in the background. Photo by Philina English. 
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Monitoring prey capture, web-building, and web-decorating behaviour

A total of 538 juvenile and adult Argiope trifasciata webs were checked from 24 July to 23 September

2008 and the following variables were obtained from each web: stabilimentum length (mm), distance to

closest neighbouring web (cm) measured as hub-to-hub distance between individuals, vertical web

diameter (mm) measured as distance between the lower- and upper-most sticky spirals comprising the

capture area, web height (cm) measured as distance between the ground and the lower-most sticky

spiral, spider size (mm) measured as the length of the abdomen, stabilimentum presence or absence,

barrier web presence or absence, prey presence or absence, and prey type (to order). Distance to closest

neighbour and prey presence were recorded only for a subset of individuals. Web measurements were

facilitated by spraying the web with a fine mist of water from a garden spray bottle. Maps were hand-

drawn on graph paper to indicate web orientation, location of the spider on the web, and distances

between neighboring conspecific webs. 

Marking of spiders with bee tags was begun but not continued throughout the study, as efforts to

mark subadults induced consequent moulting. Later efforts to mark adults led to high frequencies of

disappearance, presumed to be either due to depredation or spiders being poisoned by the bee tag glue.

Instead spiders were given alphanumeric identification codes, written on small stakes placed in the

ground underneath webs or on pieces of flagging tape tied to nearby grass. Compared to marking

individual spiders, placement of markings near the webs was suboptimal, but slight day-to-day

variations in A. trifasciata web sites combined with frequent disappearances of individuals due to

depredation led to decreased confidence regarding re-identification of individuals between web checks

on different days. This was made more difficult by several observations of conspecific web-invading

during early attempts to mark juveniles. Thus, monitoring of individual spiders over time was not

possible due to limited confidence in spider re-identification, meaning that individual data points do not
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always represent unique spiders. However, A. trifasciata nearly always constructed a new web each

morning, therefore each datapoint does represent a unique web. To facilitate mapping, alphanumeric

grids were set up in areas populated by A. trifasciata webs, and web locations were mapped relative to

these static points and relative to each other. 

Statistical Analyses

Examination of the distribution of spider size and the relation between spider size and date informed

the decision to separate the dataset into age classes (spider stadium) as follows: juveniles were large,

nearly mature subadults, defined as < 7.4 mm in opisthosoma length, and adults were defined as > 7.4

mm in opisthosoma length. Juveniles and adults were compared across all continuous variables using

one-way ANOVAs, and across all categorical (binary) variables, using Fisher exact tests. Bivariate

correlation analyses were conducted separately for juvenile and adult datasets, using all combinations

of continuous variables, with Bonferroni's correction applied.

Throughout this study, sample sizes are different for bivariate analyses compared with

multivariate analyses due to some variables having missing values at many individuals. Spider size was

often missing from an individual web check because spiders, particularly juveniles, tended to drop from

the web as a defensive behaviour and often did not return to the web for some time. Many spiders were

so prone to this defensive behaviour, dropping even before researchers closely approached the web,

that rendered size measurement impossible. Distance to closest web was recorded only at certain times

throughout the field season. Stabilimentum length was of course only available for webs that contained

stabilimenta, and the abundance of undecorated webs meant that, to preserve the ability to conduct

parametric analyses in most cases, webs without stabilimenta (stabilimentum “lengths” of zero) had to

be excluded from analyses that included stabilimentum length as a predictor. Thus, for juveniles as well
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as for adults, models and model selection procedures constructed with stabilimentum length included as

a predictor variable were based on a slightly different subset of the entire dataset compared with

models and model selection procedures constructed with distance to closest web included as a predictor

variable. In several cases, for both juveniles as well as adults, it was not possible to construct models

which simultaneously considered the effects of stabilimentum length and closest web distance, as

including only data points which were not missing values at either of these variables reduced the

available data to a critically low sample size insufficient for multivariate analyses.

Multiple logistic regression models were built to help understand the contributions of several

spider and web variables (spider size, web height, web diameter, and date) to the presence of a

stabilimenta in the web. Presence of prey in the web was predicted using multiple logistic regression

models with stabilimentum length as an additional predictor variable in the global model. Model

selection was implemented in following with the information theoretic (IT) method developed by

Burnham and Anderson (2002), wherein several top models are presented along with their AICc values

and weights. In addition, z- or t-statistics and p values were reported and evaluated for each term in the

model. Models with the lowest AICc values are retained as top models and considered to be the best

possible predictive models for the response variable in question. Following Burnham and Anderson

(2002), models within 2 AICc values of the top model are considered equally likely to explain the data.

The IT method contrasts with hypothesis testing methods which rely heavily on p-values to choose one

'best' model, when in fact the top few models are often functionally indistinguishable from one another

and must all be interpreted as equally plausible. Parameters serving both styles of model selection are

presented here, but interpretations of the analyses are based on multimodel inference. In cases where

none of the top IT-selected models adequately tested hypotheses in question, further models were

constructed containing other predictor and control variables. Multiple regression models were similarly

constructed and selected through the IT approach, as well as specific models to test hypotheses relating
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to stabilimentum length, separately for juveniles and adults.

To meet parametric model assumptions of normal distribution of errors, most variables  (except

web height) had a transformation applied to them. Logarithmic (log10) transformations were applied to

the variables stabilimentum length, web diameter, and distance to closest web, and a square root

transformation was applied to spider size. For some bivariate analyses, parametric assumptions could

not be met, and therefore nonparametric tests (Spearman's rank correlations) were used instead. 

All multivariate analyses were performed in R 2.7.2 (the package MuMIn was used for

information-theoretic model selection; R Development Core Team 2009, http://www.r-project.org/).

For bivariate analyses and inspections of distributions, JMP 7 was used (JMP, Version 7. SAS Institute

Inc., Cary, NC, 1989-2007).
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CHAPTER 3: Results

Prey Types

Of the 201 A. trifasciata webs checked for prey type, 80 contained prey, 69 of which were identified to

order (Figure 3.1). For webs that contained more than one prey item, only the largest prey item was

considered for the purpose of this analysis. In descending frequency, the prey found were Coleoptera

(17, 25%), Orthoptera (15, 22%), Diptera (14, 20%), Hemiptera (13, 19%), Odonata (5, 7%),

Lepidoptera (3, 4%), Hymenoptera (1, 1%), and Neuroptera (1, 1%). Almost all Coleopterans (11,

65%) were soldier beetles (family Cantharidae), and the majority of Hemipterans (9, 69%) were

leafhoppers (family Cicadellidae). Most Orthopterans captured (9, 60%) were grasshoppers (suborder

Caelifera) and the rest (6, 40%) were field crickets (family Gryllidae). The Dipteran prey were

mosquitoes (family Culicidae; 3, 21%), Drosophila species (3, 21%), or houseflies (family Muscidae;

8, 57%). Bees and wasps (Hymenoptera) were rare prey items (1, 1%), which is noteworthy

considering that they have figured in hypotheses for the evolution of stabilimenta based on prey and/or

predator vision. 
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Figure 3.1. Number of prey observed by order, in 80 webs of Argiope trifasciata.

Coleoptera Diptera Hemiptera Hymenoptera Lepidoptera Neuroptera Odonata Orthoptera Unknown

Coleoptera Diptera Hemiptera Hymenoptera Lepidoptera Neuroptera Odonata Orthoptera Unknown
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Division of data into juvenile and adult subsets

Visual inspection of spider size plotted against date reveals that the spider size distribution is bimodal

(Figure 3.2), likely showing the final two instars in A. trifasciata development. There is little published

to suggest at which size A. trifasciata reaches sexual maturity, and spider size at maturity tends to vary

based on environmental factors, so I  assume that the larger spiders here are adults and the smaller are

juveniles (the final subadult instar). The cleanest division of the size data into two subsets occurs at a

spider opisthosoma length of 7.4 mm (Figure 3.2). Dividing the dataset by size at this point also divides

the dataset by date, almost perfectly, with nearly all spiders over 7.4 mm observed later than those

under 7.4 mm. This division produces only one outlier in each group; thus, one individual was

excluded from the adult group which was very small for the date on which it was observed (8 mm on 7

August, day 220) and one from the juvenile group which was very small for the date on which it is

observed (6 mm on 11 September, day 255). Thus, all spiders included in the adult group were

observed after 7 August (day 220), and all spiders in the juvenile group were observed before 22

August (day 235). 

As this division of the dataset into two groups was based on spider size, there is no size overlap

between the two groups, and the appropriateness of this division is made clearer with examination of a

histogram showing the distribution of sizes for what I have categorized as juveniles and  adults (Figure

3.3). Dividing the spiders into these age classes (known as 'stadia', singular 'stadium') and analyzing

them separately removes the need to control for date in multivariate analyses, and allows for separate

consideration of hypotheses concerning stabilimentum function for juvenile and adult spiders.  
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Figure 3.2. Cubic spline fitted to the relation between spider size and date of observation (r2 = 0.65,

SSE = 1767.68, Change Lambda = 676.4) for full A. trifasciata dataset. The first data point falls on 24

July 2008 (day 206); the last data point falls on 23 September 2008 (day 267). 

Figure 3.3. Distribution of spider sizes (opisthosoma length, mm). Juvenile spiders (dark grey bars) are

classified as those less than 7.4 mm; adult spiders (light grey bars) are greater than 7.4 mm.
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Mean spider size (opisthosoma length) for the juveniles is 4.8 mm (SE = 0.12, n = 112), and for

the adults is 12.0 mm (SE = 0.14, n = 222). Further support for the division of the data into two groups

is shown by the weak relations between spider size and date when examining these two groups

separately. For juvenile spiders, there is a statistically significant but very weak positive correlation

between spider size and date (r = 0.19, F = 4.25, n = 111, p = 0.04), possibly suggesting that the

juvenile dataset is comprised of more than one juvenile instar. For adult spiders there is no relation (r =

0.008, F = 0.142, n = 222, p = 0.71), which lends confidence to the assumption that the majority of

individuals in the adult dataset are in fact mature spiders. 

Comparing juvenile and adult spiders

One-way ANOVAs were performed to compare juvenile and adult A. trifasciata with respect to the

means of continuous web and spider variables (spider size, web diameter, web height, stabilimentum

length, and distance to closest neighbouring conspecific web) (Table 3.1). Means are significantly

greater for adult spiders across all variables (Table 3.1). This is not surprising, as larger adult spiders

would be expected to be larger by definition and to build larger webs which have room for longer silk

decorations. 

Proximity to neighbouring webs, measured as distance from the hub of one web to the hub of its

closest neighbour, is necessarily limited by web diameter. With this in mind, the greater average

distance to closest web for adult spiders is perhaps not particularly surprising. The magnitude of the

difference in closest web distance between juveniles and adults, however, is notable. Adult spiders are

on average 157.1 cm away from their closest conspecific neighbour, almost 3 times the average nearest

neighbour distance of juvenile spiders (54.4 cm), but adult average web diameter (27.6 cm) is only 2

times that of juveniles (13.6 cm) (Table 3.1). Thus, adult A. trifasciata space themselves out more than
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juveniles, supporting the hypothesis that adults experience greater competition with neighbours for

prey than do juveniles. Alternatively, it is possible that greater competition leads to increased web

spacing, and adults experience less competition than juveniles as a result.

Table 3.1 Means and standard errors (SE) for continuous web and spider variables, comparing juvenile

(<7.4 mm) and adult (>7.4 mm) A. trifasciata. Also shown are results of one-way ANOVAs comparing

juveniles and adults for each variable. 

Variable Spider Stadium mean SE F p

spider size (mm)
juvenile 4.8 0.1

adult 12.0 0.1
1015 <0.0001

web diameter (cm)
juvenile 13.6 0.7

adult 27.6 0.5
244 <0.0001

web height (cm)
juvenile 35.9 1.7

adult 45.3 1.2
19.5 <0.0001

stabilimentum
length (mm)

juvenile 13.2 2.9

adult 26.6 2.1
14.1 0.0003

distance to closest
web (cm) 

juvenile 54.4 12.4

adult 157.1 11.2
37.8 <0.0001

To compare juvenile and adult spiders across categorical variables, Fisher exact tests were

performed for the variables “presence vs. absence of prey”, and “presence vs. absence of

stabilimentum”. Counts for each of these variables and results of Fisher exact tests are summarized in

Table 3.2. No significant differences were found between juveniles and adults with respect to the

probability of a web containing a stabilimentum. Adult webs were significantly more likely to contain

prey than were juvenile webs, with 76% of adult webs containing prey compared to only 28% of

juvenile webs. This is likely due to the large difference in capture area between juvenile and adult

webs, but could also be due to different prey abundances at different times, or older spiders learning
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more refined prey capture strategies and therefore becoming more consistently successful over time.

Juvenile webs were significantly more likely to have a barrier web than were adult webs, with barrier

webbing incorporated into the orb-webs of 78% of juveniles but only 19% of adults. The hypothesized

defensive function of barrier webs (Higgins 1992) should render them more crucial for smaller, more

vulnerable, juvenile spiders which are preyed upon by a larger size range of predators compared with

adult spiders. 

Table 3.2. Counts for categorical web and spider variables, comparing juvenile (<7.4 mm) and adult

(>7.4 mm) A. trifasciata and their webs, with results of Fisher exact tests comparing juveniles and

adults for each variable. 

Variable Spider Stadium Variable present or absent? Total p

Prey
juvenile

present 24

absent 87

adult
present 98

absent 128

<0.0001

Stabilimentum
juvenile

present 37

absent 74

adult
present 71

absent 155

0.72

Barrier Web
juvenile

present 86

absent 24

adult
present 42

absent 183

<0.0001
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Simple correlations between web and spider variables for juveniles and adults

A total of 112 webs were occupied by juvenile spiders (< 7.4 mm in length), all of which were observed

prior to 22 August 2008. For juvenile spiders, the data on web and spider size show little

intercorrelation (Table 3.3) with Bonferroni's corrections applied. This correction reduces the critical

level required for statistical significance from 0.05 to 0.003 (n = 15 hypotheses tested in correlation

matrix below, 0.05 / 15 = 0.003), and is appropriate here as no specific hypotheses are being tested and

this set of correlations is being scanned for significant correlations. 

Table 3.3. Correlation matrix of continuous juvenile A. trifasciata web and spider variables (date and

measures of spiders and their webs, web decorations, and distance to nearest conspecific web).

date web height web diameter spider size stabilimentum

length

distance to

closest web

date 0.20 0.03 0.19 0.25 0.02

web height 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.17 0.26

web diameter 0.78 0.74 0.38 0.30 0.28

spider size 0.04 0.41 0.0001 0.35 0.10

stabilimentum

length

0.13 0.32 0.07 0.04 0.26

distance to

closest web

0.84 0.03 0.02 0.38 0.20

Values above diagonal are Pearson's product moment correlation coefficients (r); below diagonal are p
values. To increase the normality of the errors in the multivariate models, a logarithmic (log10)
transformation was applied to the variables web diameter, stabilimentum length, and distance to closest
web, and a square root transformation was applied to spider size. 

After Bonferroni correction, the only remaining significant correlation for juveniles was spider

size versus web diameter, with larger webs being more likely to contain larger spiders (Table 3.3). All

other correlations are weak, with r < 0.26 in each case, meaning that they explain < 7% of the variation

in one another, and are thus unlikely to be biologically important. For juvenile spiders, date was not a
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significant predictor of any spider or web variables, lending further support to the division of the

complete dataset into two age classes, juveniles and adults. In juvenile spiders, no variables

significantly predicted stabilimentum length (Table 3.3). 

A total of 224 webs were occupied by adult spiders (> 7.4 mm in length). All adult spiders and

their webs were observed on or after 16 August 2008, except for one individual 8 mm in length

observed on 7 August, which was removed from the dataset as an outlier. As with the juvenile spiders,

a Bonferroni correction reduces the critical level required to conclude statistical significance from 0.05

to 0.003 in bivariate analyses for adult spiders. 

Table 3.4. Correlation matrix of continuous adult A. trifasciata web and spider variables used in

multivariate analyses (date and measures of spiders and their webs, web decorations, and distance to

nearest conspecific web).

date web height web diameter spider size stabilimentum

length

distance to

closest web

date 0.41 0.18 0.02 0.06 0.01

web height <0.0001 0.005 0.28 0.21 0.004

web diameter 0.007 0.94 0.27 0.51 0.17

spider size 0.71 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.54 0.17

stabilimentum

length

0.61 0.09 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.29

distance to

closest web

0.92 0.97 0.11 0.12 0.06

Values above diagonal are Pearson's product moment correlation coefficients (r); below diagonal are p
values. To increase the normality of the errors in the multivariate models, a logarithmic (log10)
transformation was applied to the variables web diameter, stabilimentum length and distance to closest
web, and a square root transformation was applied to spider size. 

Date was a significant negative predictor of web height, with later webs more likely to be built

lower in the vegetation. Stabilimentum length was significantly positively predicted by web diameter

(Spearman's rank correlation, rho = 0.4, p = 0.0005) (as expected because stabilimentum length is
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limited by web diameter), as well as by spider size (Spearman's rank correlation, S = 28354, rho = 0.5,

p < 0.0001), which is explored in more detail later in this chapter in the section describing multivariate

analysis of stabilimentum length. Web diameter and web height were also positively correlated with

spider size, but correlation coefficients are weak in each case. There was also an almost significant

relation between closest web distance and stabilimentum length, with a tendency for more solitary adult

webs to contain longer stabilimenta, but web diameter and spider size might be correlates underlying

this relation. Interpretations of these relations are explored in more detail later in this chapter where

potentially confounding variables are controlled using multivariate analyses.

There was some evidence of site as well as time of day effects on the presence of stabilimenta

and prey. Webs observed at the QUBS hayfield site were significantly less likely to contain prey than

webs observed at the Portland goldenrod field site (Fisher exact test, n = 526, p < 0.0001). Webs

observed at the QUBS site tended toward having a greater likelihood of containing prey than webs

observed at the Portland site, but this relation was not quite significant (Fisher exact test, n = 526, 

p = 0.07). Webs observed earlier in the day were less likely to contain a stabilimentum (logistic

regression, n = 304, X2 = 5.3, p = 0.02). Time of day did not have an effect on presence of prey (logistic

regression, n = 304, X2 = 0.49, p = 0.5). 

Prediction of stabilimentum presence in juvenile and adult webs

To address hypotheses about the function of stabilimenta, to appreciate key differences between

decorated and undecorated webs, and to gain insight into differences in decorating behaviour between

grouped and solitary individuals, the likelihood of a web containing a decoration based on several web

and spider size variables was examined. Using multiple logistic regressions, stabilimentum

presence/absence in the web was modelled separately for juvenile and adult A. trifasciata using the
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continuous variables 'spider size', 'web diameter', 'web height', and 'distance to closest web' as

predictors. 

To address the hypothesis that building a web with a large capture area and including a

stabilimentum are alternative prey capture strategies, as well as to address the hypothesis that

aggregated spiders include stabilimenta in their webs due to competition with close neighbours, the

relationships between stabilimentum presence and closest web distance, web diameter, and the

interaction between closest web distance and web diameter were examined. 

Looking at juvenile spiders first, larger webs were less likely to contain a stabilimentum than

smaller webs (Table 3.5), supporting the hypothesis that these spiders engage in a trade-off between

large webs and decorated webs and tend to invest in one prey capture strategy at the expense of the

other. Juvenile webs with a closer nearest neighbour were more likely to contain a stabilimentum than

webs that were more solitary webs (Table 3.5), supportive of the hypothesis that grouped spiders use

web decorations to visually attract prey to their own web and away from the webs of their close

neighbours. However, each of these variables is almost a significant predictor of stabilimentum

presence. 

In further support of the hypothesis that web decorating and large capture area are alternative

prey attraction strategies, this pattern is particularly evident for smaller juvenile webs, as revealed by

inspection of the not quite significant, positive, interaction between closest web distance and web

diameter (Table 3.5). When only small juvenile webs were examined (data points less than or equal to

the lower quartile of web diameter), greater distance to closest web was a negative predictor of

stabilimentum presence (logistic regression, X2 = 3.97, n = 18, p = 0.05), but the same pattern was not

observed for large juvenile webs (equal to or greater than the upper quartile of web diameter) (logistic

regression, X2 = 0.083, n = 26, p = 0.77). Thus, for small webs but not for large webs, juveniles with

closer neighbours were significantly more likely to contain silk decorations. 
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Table 3.5. Multiple logistic regression model of stabilimentum presence/absence in relation to web

diameter (cm, log transformed), distance to closest web (CW in cm, log transformed), and the

interaction between web diameter and distance to closest web in juvenile A. trifasciata webs 

(DF = 3, 66). 

Predictor Estimate SE z P

CW –4.20 2.21 –1.90 0.06

web diameter –4.81 2.72 –1.77 0.08

CW:web diameter 1.46 0.80 1.82 0.07

To investigate the effect of distance to closest web on stabilimentum presence in adult spiders

while holding web diameter constant, a model similar to the model constructed for juvenile spiders

(Table 3.5) was built (Table 3.6). None of the model terms were significant; thus, the hypothesis that

more grouped spiders decorate more readily, potentially due to competition for prey, does not find

support in adult spiders. 

Table 3.6. Multiple logistic regression model of stabilimentum presence/absence in response web

diameter (cm, log transformed) and distance to closest web (CW in cm, log transformed) in adult A.

trifasciata webs (DF = 2, 86). 

Predictor Estimate SE z P

CW –0.19 0.23 –0.83 0.41

web diameter 0.49 0.61 0.81 0.42

The Information-Theoretic approach to model selection reveals that, for juvenile A. trifasciata,

models that best predict stabilimentum presence always include spider size as a significant positive

predictor. This relation is significant and positive whether spider size is examined alone, while

controlling for distance to closest web, or while controlling for web diameter (Table 3.7). 
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Table 3.7. IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of stabilimentum presence/absence in response to the

web and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log

transformed), web height (cm), and distance to closest web (CW in cm, log transformed), in juvenile A.

trifasciata webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 72.6 0 0.35 1, 68 spider size 5.45 1.42 3.84 <0.0001

2 73.4 0.78 0.24 2, 67 CW –0.39 0.33 –1.16 0.24

spider size 5.58 1.45 3.85 <0.0001

3 74.4 1.82 0.14 2, 67 web diameter –0.42 0.71 –0.59 0.55

spider size 5.48 1.42 3.86 <0.0001

For adults, Information-Theoretic model selection reveals top models containing the opposite

result: smaller spiders were significantly more likely to be found in webs containing a stabilimentum

(Table 3.8), whether examined with web diameter held constant, or both web diameter and web height

held constant. An interaction between web diameter and spider size was a positive predictor of

stabilimentum presence in both top models (Table 3.8). Inspection of this interaction reveals further

support for a trade-off between web diameter and stabilimentum presence as alternative prey capture

strategies. When considering only small adult spiders (data points for which spider size is less than or

equal to the value for lower spider size quartile), larger webs were significantly less likely to contain a

stabilimentum (logistic regression, X2 = 7.75, n = 90, p = 0.005). For large adult spiders (data points for

which spider size is greater than or equal to the value for upper spider size quartile), the opposite was

true, with larger webs being more likely to contain a stabilimentum (X2 = 4.80, n = 82, p = 0.03).

Individuals small for their stadium are more likely to be stressed and resource-poor, necessitating

investment in one strategy at the expense of the other, as opposed larger adults in better condition

which appear more often to either simultaneously invest in both, or not need to invest a great deal in

either prey capture strategy.
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Table 3.8. IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of stabilimentum presence/absence in response to the

web and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log

transformed), and web height (cm), in adult A. trifasciata webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 258.9 0 0.47 3, 209 web diameter –18.39 5.68 –3.24 0.001

spider size –16.37 5.43 –3.01 0.003

web diameter*spider size 5.37 1.66 3.23 <0.0001

2 263 0.96 0.30 4, 209 web diameter –18.64 5.76 –3.24 0.001

web height 0.01 0.01 1.07 0.29

spider size –16.83 5.52 –3.05 0.002

web diameter*spider size 5.46 1.69 3.24 0.001

Prediction of stabilimentum length in juvenile and adult webs

The Information-Theoretic approach to model selection revealed the best models predictive of

stabilimentum length to contain spider size and web height as explanatory variables, with one top-

ranked model holding web diameter constant (Table 3.9). For juvenile A. trifasciata, bivariate analyses

suggested positive relations between stabilimentum length and spider size, and between stabilimentum

length and web diameter (Table 3.3). Thus, top-ranked IT-selected models contain the appropriate

controls and construction of further models is not necessary. In both top models, spider size was a

significant positive predictor of stabilimentum length. Larger spiders tended to build longer decorations

(Figure 3.4), supportive of the hypothesis that stabilimentum size tracks increasing requirements for

aciniform gland activity as spiders grow and require the ability to wrap larger and/or more numerous

prey items. However, this finding is also consistent with several other hypotheses of stabilimentum

function, which will be explored more thoroughly in the Discussion chapter. 

Web height was a significant negative predictor of stabilimentum length in both top IT-selected
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models (Table 3.9). Thus, webs located lower in the vegetation tended to have longer decorations.

Despite the maximum limit imposed on stabilimentum length by web diameter, stabilimentum length

did not depend on web diameter for juvenile spiders when holding constant web height and spider size

(Table 3.9). 

Table 3.9. IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of stabilimentum length (log transformed) in response

to the web and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log

transformed), web height (cm), and distance to closest web (CW in cm, log transformed) in juvenile A.

trifasciata webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight F DF r2 r2
adj p Predictor Estimate SE t P

1 44.2 0 0.33 8.59 2, 22 0.44 0.39 0.0002 spider size 2.06 0.61 3.41 0.003

web height –0.03 0.01 –3.31 0.003

2 45.5 1.3 0.17 6.43 3, 21 0.48 0.40 0.0029 web
diameter

0.28 0.22 1.27 0.22

spider size 2.15 0.60 3.58 0.002

web height –0.04 0.01 –3.5 0.002
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Figure 3.4. Simple linear regression of stabilimentum length (log10 transformed) by spider size (square

root transformed) for juvenile A. trifasciata webs. Black line is a model II regression (r = 0.35, 

F = 4.77, n = 37, p = 0.04). 

For adult A. trifasciata, bivariate analyses suggested positive relations between stabilimentum

length and web diameter, spider size, and distance to closest web (Table 3.4). Evidence of an effect of

web diameter on stabilimentum length was found for adult A. trifasciata, as two of the three top models

obtained through IT model selection retained that variable as a positive predictor, but in only one was it

statistically significant (Table 3.10). This relation is unsurprising as stabilimentum length is necessarily

limited by web diameter. Spider size appears to be the main factor predicting stabilimentum length in

adults. It is a positive predictor of decoration length in all three top models, two of which retain it as

statistically significant (Table 3.10). Spider size is a significant predictor of stabilimentum length in

adult spiders on its own (Figure 3.5; figure shows all adult individuals for whom spider size and

stabilimentum length were available, not the restricted dataset consisting of only individuals for which
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'distance to closest web' was available), with web diameter held constant, and with web diameter and

the (non-significant) interaction between web diameter and spider size held constant (Table 3.10).

Distance to closest web is not retained in any of the top models. Constructing a new model to test the

hypothesis that distance to closest web effects stabilimentum length independent of spider size and web

diameter does not reveal an effect of distance to closest web in the context of these variables,

suggesting that the relation between distance to closest web and stabilimentum length in adult spiders

was due to spider size and web diameter (Table 3.11).

Table 3.10. IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of stabilimentum length (log10 transformed) in

response to the web and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm,

log10 transformed), web height (cm), and distance to closest web (CW in cm, log10 transformed) in adult

A. trifasciata webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight F DF r2 r2
adj p Predictor Estimate SE t P

1 34.8 0 0.21 14.25 2, 39 0.42 0.39 <0.0001 web diameter 0.38 0.19 2.04 0.05

spider size 0.57 0.19 3.06 0.004

2 36.2 0.36 0.11 9.91 3, 38 0.44 0.39 <0.0001 web diameter 2.29 1.81 1.27 0.21

spider size 2.41 1.74 1.39 0.17

web
diameter*
spider size

–0.56 0.53 –1.06 0.30

3 36.6 1.8 0.09 22.57 1, 40 0.36 0.34 <0.0001 spider size 0.78 0.16 4.75 <0.0001
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Table 3.11. Multiple linear regression model testing for an effect of distance to closest web on

stabilimentum length while controlling for web diameter and spider size in adult A. trifasciata 

(r2 = 0.43, r2
adj = 0.38, DF = 3, 38, F = 9.34, p < 0.0001).  

Predictor Estimate SE t P

CW 0.03 0.06 0.48 0.63

web diameter 0.37 0.19 1.96 0.06

spider size 0.55 0.20 2.81 0.01

Figure 3.5. Simple linear regression of stabilimentum length (log10 transformed) on spider size (square

root transformed) for adult A. trifasciata webs. Black line is a model II regression (r = 0.54, F = 28.0,  

n = 70, p < 0.0001). 
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Prediction of prey presence in juvenile and adult webs

In bivariate analyses, the probability of a juvenile web containing prey was not significantly predicted

by web height (simple logistic regression, X2 = 0.08, n = 109, p = 0.8), stabilimentum length 

(X2 = 0.14, n = 37, p = 0.7), distance to closest web (X2 = 1.8, n = 72, p = 0.2), or spider size 

(X2 = 2.54, n = 111, p = 0.1). Moreover, “presence of stabilimentum” was not a significant predictor of

prey presence in juvenile webs (Fisher exact test, n = 111, p = 1.00). Further bivariate analyses revealed

that webs of longer diameters were more likely to contain a prey item (simple logistic regression, 

X2 = 6.09, n = 106, p = 0.01), which is unsurprising and likely due to larger capture area resulting in a

greater chance of prey interception. When examining only undecorated webs, a similarly positive

relation was found between web diameter and prey presence (X2 = 4.4, n = 69, p = 0.04); when only

decorated webs were examined, web diameter was no longer a significant predictor of prey presence

(X2 = 1.8, n = 37, p = 0.2). 

For juvenile spiders, I applied the IT approach to model selection for multiple logistic regression

models predicting prey presence, using all five continuous spider and web variables (spider size, web

diameter, web height, stabilimentum length, and distance to closest web) as predictors. However, this

approach did not return any top-ranked models with significant parameters, and the null model was

retained as one of the seven top models (Table 3.12). Including all five predictor variables in a full

model required deletion of any data points missing values at any variable, which resulted in an

extremely reduced sample size. An implication of this was the inability to create a full model

containing interaction terms, as doing so causes overparameterization and invalidates the full model.

Thus, when simultaneously considering all five variables, I cannot tell whether interactions between

variables should be retained in models which best predict prey presence for juveniles. The full model

from which IT-selected top-ranked models are presented below (Table 3.12) did not include interaction
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terms. None of the models dictated by the IT approach to best predict prey presence based on these five

variables contain significant terms, and thus are not very informative. 

Table 3.12. Top IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of prey presence/absence in response to the web

and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log transformed),

web height (cm), stabilimentum length (mm, log transformed), and distance to closest neighbouring

web (CW in cm, log transformed) in juvenile A. trifasciata webs. Dataset includes only decorated

juvenile webs from which closest web data were obtained. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 29.5 0 0.12 2, 22 web diameter 2.43 1.51 1.61 0.11

web height –0.09 0.06 –1.50 0.13

2 29.7 0.19 0.11 1, 23 web diameter 1.77 1.26 1.41 0.16

3 29.7 0.23 0.10 (null)

4 30.3 0.83 0.08 1, 23 web height –0.06 0.05 –1.25 0.21

5 30.4 0.86 0.08 2, 22 CW 0.93 0.62 1.51 0.13

web height –0.10 0.06 –1.67 0.10

6 31.2 1.69 0.05 1, 23 spider size –2.48 2.62 –0.95 0.34

7 31.4 1.85 0.05 1, 23 CW 0.43 0.50 0.86 0.39

With distance to closest web removed and stabilimentum length left in the full model, none of the

top-ranked models contained statistically significant parameters for prediction of prey presence in

juvenile webs, and the null model was top-ranked (Table 3.13). Web diameter and spider size were

retained on their own in some models, but neither variable was significant in predicting prey presence

using this reduced dataset, comprised only of the 37 (33%) of 112 juvenile webs which contained

stabilimenta. Thus, removing 'distance to closest web' from the full model to increase sample size does

not provide a clearer picture of what best predicts prey presence in juvenile A. trifasciata webs.

However, the continued absence of stabilimenta length as a parameter in any of the top models is
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notable, and does not lend the prey attraction hypothesis any support. 

Table 3.13. Top IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of prey presence/absence in response to the web

and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log transformed),

web height (cm), and stabilimentum length (mm, log transformed) in juvenile A. trifasciata webs.

Dataset includes only decorated juvenile webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 40.7 0 0.17 (null)

2 41.2 0.44 0.13 1, 35 web diameter 1.35 1.06 1.27 0.21

3 42.3 1.57 0.08 1, 35 spider size –1.82 2.23 –0.81 0.42

To evaluate the prey attraction hypothesis of web decorating in juvenile A. trifasciata, an

additional model was constructed to test whether stabilimentum length predicts prey presence in

juvenile webs while holding web diameter, web height, and spider size constant (Table 3.14). Web

diameter was included as a control in this test because bivariate analysis revealed it to be a close to

significant, positive, correlate of stabilimentum length (Table 3.3). Web height and spider size were

included here because models that best predict stabilimentum length in juvenile webs retained them as

important variables (Table 3.9), with web height as a significant negative predictor, and spider size as a

significant positive predictor. 
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Table 3.14. Multiple logistic regression model of prey presence/absence in response to stabilimentum

length (mm, log transformed), while controlling for web diameter (cm, log transformed), web height

(cm), and spider size (mm, square root transformed) in juvenile A. trifasciata webs. Dataset includes

only decorated juvenile webs. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

16 47.8 7.1 0.01 4, 32 stabilimentum length 0.02 0.86 0.03 0.98

spider size –1.73 2.72 –0.64 0.52

web height –0.02 0.05 –0.37 0.71

web diameter 1.57 1.42 1.10 0.27

With stabilimentum length excluded and distance to closest web included in the full model,

examination of top models revealed prey presence in juvenile webs to be best predicted by web

diameter, with either web height, web diameter, or both variables held constant (Table 3.15). Distance

to closest web does not seem to be an important predictor of prey presence as it is only retained as a

predictor in one of the top models, and not as a statistically significant term with web height and web

diameter controlled statistically. This indicates a lack of support for the hypothesis that aggregated

spiders experience higher prey yields due to an amplified visual signal, but neither does it support the

opposing hypothesis that webs with closer neighbours are under more intense competition for prey than

more solitary webs. However, as noted above, distance between webs may reflect the post-competition

optimum such that webs are spaced just far enough apart to reduce competition to an acceptable level.

Prey presence was predicted positively and significantly by web diameter in all top-ranked models

(Table 3.15), a result that can be attributed to larger capture area. It is not surprising that the

significance of web diameter as a predictor is different in these models (Table 3.15) as compared to

previous models (Table 3.13, Table 3.14), because inclusion of stabilimentum length as a predictor

required the dataset to be restricted only to webs containing decorations, resulting in a large reduction
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in sample size. However, an alternative interpretation of the lack of significance of web diameter as a

predictor of prey capture when examining only decorated webs is that capture area ceases to predict

foraging success when overshadowed by the influence of a visually attractive decoration. This finding

reinforces the similar patterns seen in bivariate analyses, which show web diameter to predict prey

presence only in undecorated webs. 

Table 3.15. Top IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of prey presence/absence in response to the web

and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log transformed),

web height (cm), and distance to closest neighbouring web (CW in cm, log transformed) in juvenile A.

trifasciata webs. Dataset includes both decorated and undecorated juvenile webs from which closest

web data were obtained. 

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 74.0 0 0.22 2, 66 web diameter 1.91 0.83 2.31 0.02

web height –0.04 0.02 –1.51 0.13

2 74.3 0.34 0.18 1, 67 web diameter 1.89 0.82 2.31 0.02

3 75.0 1.02 0.13 3, 65 web diameter 1.67 0.85 1.96 0.05

web height –0.05 0.03 –1.75 0.08

CW 0.41 0.37 1.09 0.28

4 75.2 1.22 0.12 3, 65 web diameter 1.82 0.83 2.18 0.03

web height –0.04 0.03 –1.60 0.11

spider size 1.18 1.19 0.99 0.32

5 75.9 1.90 0.08 2, 68 web diameter 1.82 0.82 2.22 0.03

spider size 0.88 1.13 0.78 0.43

For adult A. trifasciata, significant positive predictors of prey presence examined individually

were spider size (simple logistic regression, X2 = 6.06, n = 222, p = 0.01), web height (X2 = 6.03, 

n = 214, p = 0.01), and distance to closest web (X2 = 7.91, n = 89, p = 0.005). Thus, for adults, bivariate

analyses indicate that prey was more likely to be found in higher up, more solitary webs containing

larger spiders. By itself, web diameter was an almost significant predictor of prey presence when both
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decorated and undecorated webs were included in the analysis (X2 = 3.53, n = 214, p = 0.06). However,

web diameter was not a significant predictor of prey presence when only decorated webs were

examined (X2 = 0.93, n = 70, p = 0.3), though examining the ability of web diameter to predict prey

presence using only undecorated webs was closer to being significant (X2 = 2.71, n = 144, p = 0.1) and

might have suffered from low statistical power. Stabilimentum length did not significantly predict prey

capture in a bivariate analysis examining all adult webs that contained stabilimenta (X2 = 1.68, n = 70,

p = 0.19), and stabilimentum presence was not a significant predictor of prey presence when

considering all adult webs (Fisher exact test, n = 222, p = 0.6). 

Model selection using the IT approach, and other multiple logistic regressions constructed to test

specific hypotheses with prey presence as the response variable provide a somewhat different

interpretation of how prey presence is predicted in adult A. trifasciata webs. These models are likely to

be more valid as they control for the necessary variables that are suspected to otherwise be spurious

correlates. Two of the three top models retain distance to closest web as a positive predictor of prey

presence, controlling for web height and controlling for both web height and stabilimentum length

(Table 3.16), though none of these is statistically significant. These results are consistent with the

hypothesis that there is competition for prey capture between close neighbours through the observation

that adult spiders that are more solitary are more likely to capture prey. This finding is not consistent

with the opposing hypothesis that aggregations of spiders accrue prey capture benefits through an

amplified visually attractive signal. Web height was a positive predictor of prey presence in all three

top-ranked models, almost significant in one that held distance to closest web constant, and significant

in two that held stabilimentum length, and both distance to closest web and stabilimentum length,

constant. Thus, adult A. trifasciata webs located higher in the vegetation were more likely to

successfully capture prey (Table 3.16). In two of the three top models, stabilimentum length was a

positive predictor of prey presence, statistically significant in one of these models and almost
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significant in the other (Table 3.16). Thus, these data support the hypothesis that larger web decorations

increase likelihood of prey capture in adult A. trifasciata. 

As with the juvenile data, interpretations derived from these models about the factors that

influence prey capture must be cautious as prey presence/absence is not an ideal metric from which to

obtain information about the foraging success of a spider and her web. Web checks provided only a

'snapshot' of foraging success, which was liable to change from minute to minute, as A. trifasciata

sometimes consume prey immediately then quickly excise the prey debris from their webs. This level

of uncertainty does not hold for the variable 'stabilimentum presence/absence', which can be trusted to

at least provide information reflecting the state of a web throughout a single day. Thus, particularly

given the small samples in this study, relations with prey presence/absence must be conservatively

interpreted. Prey capture rates recorded over a period of time time would be more useful estimates of

foraging success. Conclusions drawn from models predictive of stabilimenta presence, though more

speculative and less direct, can generally be assumed to be more trustworthy. 
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Table 3.16. Top IT-selected models (< 2 delta AICc) of prey presence/absence in response to the web

and spider variables spider size (mm, square root transformed), web diameter (cm, log transformed),

web height (cm), stabilimentum length (mm, log transformed) and distance to closest neighbouring

web (CW in cm, log transformed) in adult A. trifasciata webs. Dataset includes only decorated adult

webs from which closest web data was obtained.

rank AICc Delta Weight DF Predictor Estimate SE z P

1 53.0 0 0.20 3, 38 CW 0.78 0.45 1.73 0.08

web height 0.05 0.03 1.98 0.05

stabilimentum length 1.97 1.03 1.92 0.06

2 54.0 0.99 0.12 2, 39 web height 0.05 0.03 2.04 0.04

stabilimentum length 2.14 0.97 2.21 0.03

3 55.0 1.94 0.08 2, 39 CW 0.84 0.40 2.10 0.04

web height 0.04 0.02 1.87 0.06

To specifically address the hypothesis that longer stabilimenta lead to a greater likelihood of prey

capture in adult spiders, further models were constructed including spiders size and web diameter as

predictors. Bivariate analyses of adult A. trifasciata spider variables indicate that stabilimentum length

strongly covaries with web diameter, as well as with spider size (Table 3.4). Models including these

variables still reveal stabilimentum length to be an important predictor of prey presence, as it is

significant when controlling for web diameter and almost significant when controlling for both web

diameter and spider size (Table 3.17). In addition, these models indicate that web diameter, and

therefore capture area, does not predict prey capture success while controlling for stabilimentum length

and spider size, when examining only decorated webs. This affirms conclusions drawn from above

bivariate analyses indicating that web diameter strongly predicts prey presence in undecorated webs but

loses importance in the context of decorated webs. 
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Table 3.17. Two models of prey presence/absence constructed to test the influence of stabilimentum

length on prey presence. Model A tests whether stabilimentum length predicts prey presence when

controlling for web diameter (mm, log transformed). Model B tests whether stabilimentum length

predicts prey presence when controlling for both web diameter and spider size (mm, square root

transformed). 

Model Predictor Estimate SE z P

A

web diameter –0.55 1.21 –0.45 0.65

stabilimentum
length

2.10 1.01 2.08 0.04

B

stabilimentum
length

1.96 1.08 1.88 0.07

web diameter –0.68 1.27 –0.53 0.60

spider size 0.44 1.35 0.33 0.74

To specifically address the hypothesis that webs with closer neighbours experience greater prey

capture success due to the influence of an amplified visual signal, and the opposing hypothesis that

webs with closer neighbours experience less prey capture success due to increased competition with

conspecifics, two further statistical models were evaluated (Table 3.18). In support of the hypothesis

that competition, rather than cooperation, drives adult A. trifasciata interactions, distance to closest

web positively predicts prey capture, though not quite significantly, when holding constant

stabilimentum length. When holding constant web diameter and spider size in addition to

stabilimentum length, distance to closest web becomes a statistically significant predictor of prey

presence. 
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Table 3.18. Two models of prey presence/absence constructed to test the influence of distance to

closest web (CW in cm, log transformed) on prey presence (A) controlling for stabilimentum length

(mm, log transformed) (DF = 2, 39), and (B) controlling for stabilimentum length, web diameter (mm,

log transformed), and spider size (mm, square root transformed) in adult A. trifasciata webs (DF = 4,

37). Dataset includes only decorated webs from which closest web data was obtained. 

Model Parameter Estimate SE z P

A
CW 0.76 0.41 1.82 0.07

stabilimentum
length

1.66 0.92 1.80 0.07

B

CW 0.87 0.45 1.94 0.05

stabilimentum
length

2.25 1.22 1.84 0.07

web diameter –1.21 1.45 –0.83 0.41

spider size –0.21 1.43 –0.15 0.88
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CHAPTER 4: Discussion

Evidence that stabilimenta attract prey is conflicting

Support for the prey attraction hypothesis of web decorating in Argiope trifasciata is conflicting in my

study, with some evidence for the hypothesis and some evidence against it. Models testing the

hypothesis that larger decorations are more likely to attract prey find support in adults, but not in

juveniles. As emphasized in the Results section, 'presence of prey' is not a particularly informative

response variable for such small sample sizes, because spiders tend to capture several prey items per

day and prey remnants can be quickly excised from the web after consumption. Prey presence in a web

is stochastic and can only be assumed to be an approximate reflection of spider foraging success; prey

capture rates would be more informative. 

In juveniles, decorated webs were no more likely to contain prey than undecorated webs, thus

failing to support the prey attraction hypothesis. For juvenile spiders, none of the top-ranked models

that best predict prey presence/absence contained stabilimentum length as a predictor. Directed

hypothesis testing revealed that longer decorations did not correlate with a greater likelihood of prey

being captured in juvenile A. trifasciata, neither in a bivariate analysis nor while controlling for web

diameter in a multivariate analysis. Thus, examination of these data alone seems to suggest that web

decorating does not affect prey capture success in juvenile A. trifasciata. 

The lack of support for the prey attraction hypothesis for stabilimenta in juvenile webs in this

study runs contrary to several examples of Argiope juveniles that do show clear support. Y-choice

experiments performed by Li et al. (2004) found experimental evidence for discoid stabilimenta of

juvenile A. versicolor acting as a prey attractant. Supporting the hypothesis that insect attraction to
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aciniform silk is due to UV-reflectance, decorated webs attracted more Drosophila than undecorated

webs, but only when UV light was not filtered out. Further research on A. versicolor juveniles by Li

(2005) found that decorated webs experienced a greater prey interception rate than undecorated webs,

and that frequent decorators grew faster than infrequent decorators as a result. It is possible that

stabilimentum function differs by species or by population. 

One finding of the present study that weakly suggests that stabilimenta influence prey capture is

that web diameter is consistently a significant, positive predictor of prey capture, both in bivariate and

multivariate models. However, when analyses were restricted to a subset of the data containing only

decorated webs, web diameter did not predict prey capture. This pattern is observed in juvenile as well

as adult spiders. The fact that web diameter predicts prey capture when examining only undecorated

webs, but ceases to be a factor for decorated webs, suggests that web decorations and prey capture are

related in some way that warrants further exploration. However, the possibility that a reduced sample

size and therefore reduced statistical power is the reason for the lack of significance of web diameter as

a predictor cannot be ruled out. 

Decorated webs of juveniles that were lower to the ground tended to contain longer stabilimenta,

controlling for spider size and web diameter. A logical interpretation of this result is consistent with the

prey attraction hypothesis: vegetation tends to be denser lower to the ground, and therefore decorations

in higher webs are less likely to be visually occluded from as many angles. Thus, spiders with higher

webs may not need to build their decorations as large to achieve the same prey attractant effect.

Furthermore, with denser vegetation comes less penetration of sunlight, and potentially a benefit to

building larger decorations such that they achieve the same effect as they would in more well-lit

conditions. This result is consistent with the finding, interpreted as support for the prey attraction

hypothesis, that Argiope aetherea in experimentally darker conditions decorated their webs with longer

stabilimenta than those in more well-lit cages (Elgar, Allan and Evans 1996).
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In adults, the prey attraction hypothesis had some support. To adequately test whether prey

presence was predicted by stabilimentum length, web diameter had to be held constant due to the upper

limit it places on stabilimentum length, and spider size was a crucial control because larger spiders

tended to build longer stabilimenta. Webs containing a stabilimentum were no more likely to contain

prey than webs that did not contain a stabilimentum, but within decorated webs, those with longer

decorations were more likely to contain prey whether or not web diameter and spider size were

controlled. If UV-reflective silk decorations are deceptively attractive to prey insects that are drawn to

UV-reflective floral guides, as hypothesized and supported by Craig and Bernard (1990), or if they are

attractive to insects that are drawn to open spaces (Goldsmith 1961), large decorations should be more

effective prey lures than small decorations. Larger stabilimenta would be visible from a greater

distance, and would be less likely to be entirely occluded by vegetation from a wider variety of angles,

and therefore should lead to a greater likelihood of prey capture. 

Many studies of Argiope spiders and other genera of orb-weavers have found similar relations

between decorating and prey capture in observational studies based on field correlations (A.

bruennichi, Prokop and Grygláková 2005; A. keyserlinigi, Herberstein 2000; Octonoba sybiotides,

Watanabe 2000; A. appensa, Hauber 1998; Cyclosa conica, Tso 1998b; A. trifasciata, Tso 1996; A.

argentata, Craig 1991; A. argentata, Craig and Bernard 1990), field experiments ('Araneus' eburnus,

Bruce, Heiling, and Herberstein 2004; A. keyserlingi, Bruce, Herberstein, and Elgar 2001; A. aurantia,

A. trifasciata, Tso 1998a; A. aemula, Cheng and Tso 2007), and Y-choice or other laboratory

experiments (A. versicolor, Li et al. 2004; A. keyserlingi, Bruce, Herberstein, and Elgar 2001;

Octonoba sybiotides, Watanabe 1999a, b, 2000; Uloborus glomosus, Craig and Bernard 1990; A.

keyserlingi, Blamires, Hochuli, and Thompson 2008). 

While the vast majority of studies examining the prey attraction hypothesis have lent it support,

some evidence has been found to the contrary. Blackledge and Wenzel (1999) claim to find evidence
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against the prey attraction hypothesis: A. aurantia undecorated webs experienced prey capture rates

30% higher than decorated webs. An observational study examining Gasteracantha cancriformis (Jaffé

et al. 2006) did not find that webs with prey contained more stabilimentum tufts than webs without

prey. These limited studies, on just a handful of species, certainly do not provide evidence convincing

enough to suggest that the prey attraction hypothesis should be abandoned. However, lack of ubiquity

in the literature is a reminder that future studies aiming to examine stabilimentum function more

comprehensively should focus on context-dependent functions, and on the possibility that web

decorations simultaneously serve multiple roles. 

A potential alternative interpretation of the finding that prey capture is associated with longer

decorations in decorated webs is that spiders in webs containing prey are more likely to be satiated than

spiders in webs that do not contain prey. Satiated spiders have been found to decorate more readily than

hungry spiders (i.e., Blackledge 1998b). Herberstein, Craig and Elgar (2000) experimentally

determined that A. keyserlingi constructed more and larger decorations when fed a higher energy diet.

For A. trifasciata studied in the field, however, Tso (1999) found this effect to be much less

pronounced, which he surmised was indicative of decorating behaviour being more affected by

environmental factors other than satiation. These studies expose a flaw in observational approaches to

examining prey capture relative to web decorating behaviour, and are a reminder of the limits of

observational research in general: if a positive relationship between these two variables is found, is it

because spiders that decorate more readily are more successful foragers, because more successful

foragers are induced to decorate more frequently or extensively, or because of a common factor

underlying both decorating behaviour and foraging success? Only controlled experimentation can tease

apart these interpretations. Accordingly, a study controlling for the influence of satiation on the

tendency of spiders to build decorations (Bruce, Heiling, and Herberstein 2004) still found a positive

relationship between stabilimenta and prey capture in 'Araneus' eburnus. In that study, spiders were
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randomly assigned to undecorated or decorated treatments, and prey capture per hour per unit capture

area was recorded and analyzed relative to treatment group. Spiders in the 'undecorated' group had their

stabilimentum excised from the web, while those in the 'decorated' group had a similar amount of

damage inflicted upon their webs to control for the effect of that interference. They found observational

support for the prey attraction hypothesis in that decorated webs contained more prey per unit area than

undecorated webs, as well as more convincing experimental evidence for the prey attraction hypothesis

in that webs manipulated to be undecorated captured significantly less prey than did decorated webs

with control manipulations. 

In the present study, spiders were always observed adding stabilimenta to webs first thing in the

morning after completion of the web, prior to the point at which prey capture success was recorded.

However, residual satiation levels from successful foraging the previous day could still have influenced

decoration behaviour. Satiation and unmeasured factors that might influence spider foraging success

cannot be ruled out as potential spurious correlates underlying the relation I found between

stabilimentum length and prey presence. 

Decoration length and decorating frequency may reflect aciniform gland activity

Based on the tendency of satiated spiders to decorate more readily, a potential explanation for the

correlation between prey capture and web decorating in adults in the present study, as well as in many

other studies (i.e. Craig and Bernard 1990, Tso 1996, Herberstein 2000), is that spiders are maintaining

highly active aciniform silk glands. For Argiope spiders, high gland activity is crucial so that spiders

are always ready to employ their trademark offensive strategy, the wrap attack: unlike many other orb-

weavers, Argiope spiders do not simply bite and kill their prey upon interception but immobilize the

insect first with a dense mesh of silk bands (Olive 1980). Stabilimenta in Argiope genus spiders are
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constructed from fibrous silk produced in the aciniform glands, the same glands that produce the silk

used in the wrap attack. 

One hypothesis for the origin of web decorations, suggested by Peters (1993), is that constant

secretion in the aciniform glands might result in silk accumulation in those glands, and thus that

'decorating' webs by depositing aciniform silk might function to keep those glands dynamic and active.

Active silk glands are essential to successful prey capture, particularly in times of high prey abundance

when multiple prey may be caught in quick succession. Thus, spiders must always be ready for attack,

and web decorating may be an effective mechanism to keep glands active even during lulls in prey

capture, such as overnight (Walter et al. 2008). Highly efficient (95%) web recycling (Peakall 1971)

ensures that, despite high gland activity, silk is not wasted. 

While some Argiope prey are sufficiently ensnared by sticky web silk alone, many prey insects,

particularly those which are larger or pose a danger to the spider, must be immobilized to facilitate safe,

effective prey capture. Thus, maintaining high gland activity is crucial to prey capture success and is

also important for defense in some contexts. In the present study, males were sometimes found

wrapped in aciniform silk in female webs (pers. obs.), suggesting that defense against unwanted mating

advances may be a peripheral function of the wrap attack. 

Walter and colleagues (2008) found that Argiope bruennichi, A. sector, and A. keyserlingi were

more likely to build decorations following aciniform silk depletion, and post-depletion A. keyserlingi

decorations exhibited an almost two-fold increase in mean size. This result was independent of energy

intake as spiders in treatment groups were not allowed to consume the prey given to them for purposes

of inducing silk depletion (Walter et al. 2008). This by no means precludes decorations from having

other important functions, and perhaps lends credit to the inconsistencies observed across species

regarding possible adaptive values of the trait. Behaviours are by no means limited to the same purpose

that evolutionary pressures originally moulded them to serve, and are constantly co-opted over long
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evolutionary time scales to serve new functions depending on local pressures (Gould & Vrba 1992).

Nevertheless, there is considerable evidence that silk gland physiology ultimately played an important

role in the evolution of stabilimenta, and this potential original function of 'web decorating' may still be

of proximate importance alongside any more recently co-opted functions.  

Consistent with the aciniform gland activity hypothesis, I found that larger spiders tend to build

larger decorations, in both juvenile and adult A. trifasciata, controlling for web diameter. Larger spiders

require either larger or more numerous prey captures to meet their increased nutritional needs. In

addition, prey items such as small flies and beetles are unlikely to be dangerous or to damage the web,

and are more easily retained by sticky silk threads than, for example, the grasshoppers or dragonflies

that were often observed in the webs of larger individuals. As spiders grow, their increasing resource

requirements are accompanied by an increased need for aciniform silk gland activity to either

immobilize larger prey or to wrap and store more numerous small prey insects. Thus, the relation

between spider size and decoration length in both juveniles and adults is consistent with the hypothesis

that stabilimenta act as a receptacle for aciniform silk and thereby keep aciniform glands active and

ready for immediate action. The opposing findings in juvenile and adult webs with respect to the

relation between spider size and decoration presence are consistent with this hypothesis. The positive

relationship between spider size and decoration presence in juveniles is consistent with increasing food

requirements being accompanied by increasing aciniform gland activity requirements and therefore

necessitating more frequent decorating. The negative relation between spider size and decoration

presence in adults is unsurprising considering that gravid and therefore larger females reduce their prey

intake, and thus have less need for consistently high gland activity to facilitate spontaneous wrap-

attacks.  
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Stabilimenta and large capture area as alternative prey capture strategies

Providing indirect support for the prey attraction hypothesis, I found evidence for a trade-off between

decorated small webs and undecorated large webs, that indicate that these might be alternative foraging

strategies. With date, spider size, and distance to closest web controlled statistically, smaller webs were

more likely than larger webs to contain a stabilimentum, for both juvenile and adult A. trifasciata. The

idea that constructing a web with a large capture area versus incorporating a silk decoration into the

web could be alternative strategies has been previously suggested and tested. Thus my findings are

consistent with those of Bruce, Heiling, and Herberstein (2004), who observed that decorated 'Araneus'

eburnus webs were smaller on average than the undecorated webs. Evidence of a trade-off between

web size and web decorating has also been found in Argiope appensa (Hauber 1998) and A. keyserlingi

(Walter et al. 2008). In the present study, separate examination of small adult spiders revealed that the

trade-off occurs in small but not large individuals. Small adult spiders would conceivably be more

stressed and in poorer physical condition as compared to large adult spiders, and therefore should best

exemplify the trade-off between these two alternative prey capture strategies, as it is unlikely that they

could afford to invest in both. 

Evidence that large, undecorated webs and small, decorated webs are alternative foraging

strategies was also found by Herberstein, Craig, and Elgar (2000), using an experimental approach to

look at the effect of different feeding strategies on web-building and decorating behaviour. They found

that spiders experiencing low prey encounter rates tended to build larger webs, but were less likely to

decorate than spiders experiencing high prey encounter rates. This finding supports the idea that web

decorating is a different foraging strategy compared to building webs with a large capture area, and is

consistent with previous studies indicating it to be a more specialist strategy. The web-decorating

strategy is conceivably more easily adopted by spiders experiencing lower perceived starvation risk as
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these individuals have the option to invest more heavily in directed efforts toward particular prey types.

Tso (1999) also found that when A. trifasciata experience experimentally high foraging success, they

lower silk production, reducing orb size and increasing mesh height. This indicates a high degree of

plasticity as larger-meshed webs will not capture smaller prey as effectively.

In the present study, web diameter best predicted prey capture in juveniles, but stabilimentum

length best predicted prey capture in adults. This suggests that juveniles employ a more generalist prey

capture strategy, and that adults specialize more on prey that they can visually exploit through their

attractive stabilimenta. Craig and colleagues (2001), studying Argiope argentata, found that web

decorating behaviour was induced in the presence of abundant stingless bees. Bees are important prey

for many Argiope spiders, and their ability to detect silk web decorations and tendency to be attracted

to them has been established (Bruce, Heiling, and Herberstein 2005). Bees were almost never observed

in A. trifasciata webs in the present study, which could contribute to my failure to find consistent

support for the prey attraction hypothesis. Craig et al. (2001) interpret the increase they observed in

web decorating in the presence of bees as evidence that spiders modulate their web decorating

behaviour to target specific prey. The same study revealed that high-frequency decorators suffer greater

mortality than do spiders that decorate at a moderate frequency or rarely. This supports the hypothesis

that web-decorating behaviour is influenced by conflicting selection pressures, and that individual

spiders differ regarding their proclivity to risk predation to gain more rapid growth. Perhaps the

tendency observed in the present study for adults to benefit more from decorating indicates that they

are more apt to risk frequent predation attempts for the prey capture benefit, or that they are generally

at a lower risk of predation than juveniles. The question of when and why spiders decorate would

benefit from simultaneous experimental modification of prey capture rate, prey type, and predatory

encounters, as well as observing how spiders of different stadia may differ in their behavioural

response to these experimental treatments. 
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Proximity to conspecific neighbours should also be addressed as a potential factor when

examining the prey attraction trade-off. As several Argiope species are known to facultatively

aggregate, it would be interesting to examine whether spatial limitations to web dimensions, such as

nearby webs, induce spiders to opt more often for the decoration strategy. 

Are close neighbours beneficial or detrimental to prey capture? 

Attempts to understand the trade-off between decorating and capture area as alternative prey capture

strategies in the present study, and how this concept relates to aggregating behaviour, reveal differences

between juveniles and adults. Primarily, adults seem to space themselves out more than juveniles do,

relative to web size. The average closest web distance for adults was 3 times that of juveniles, even

though adult average web size was only twice that of juveniles. This makes sense considering the

higher prey requirements of the older and larger spiders, if having close neighbours is accompanied by

increased competition and not by greater foraging success. For juvenile A. trifasciata, when controlling

for web diameter, webs with a closer neighbour were more likely to be decorated than more solitary

webs. Moreover, when examining small juvenile webs and large juvenile webs separately, this

relationship is only seen in webs of small diameters. There are a number of equally plausible

explanations for these patterns: perhaps webs with closer neighbours benefit from competing with their

nearby conspecifics by decorating more frequently, or perhaps they are forced into more frequent

employment of the decoration strategy due to spatial limitations on web size. The fact that small webs

appear to have a greater need for stabilimenta when in a situation of greater potential conspecific

competition for prey, but large webs do not, provides further support for the hypotheses that

stabilimenta attract prey to juvenile A. trifasciata webs, and that web size and web decoration are

alternative prey capture strategies for juveniles. Under the assumption that stabilimenta are prey-
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attractive, which is only weakly supported in the present study but finds strong support elsewhere

(reviewed in Herberstein et al. 2000), one interpretation of the finding that webs with close neighbours

are more likely to decorate is that spiders with closer neighbours experience greater conspecific

competition than do more solitary individuals. 

Support in this study for closely neighbouring webs experiencing more intense competition for

prey comes from examination of models that best predict prey presence in adult webs. For juveniles,

the relation between closest web distance and prey presence (when controlling for web height and

diameter) was not significant, but for adult A. trifasciata, prey was more likely to be found in more

solitary webs. This finding runs contrary to evidence reported by Craig (1991) that suggests that

aggregation enhances rather than hinders prey capture, due to greater visual attractiveness of grouped

individuals. Research by Craig (1994) alleges that in aggregations, high densities of UV-reflective

spider bodies and web decorations do a better job than individuals of deceptively attracting pollinators

that possess coevolved inclinations toward similar signals produced by the flowers they pollinate. In a

study examining prey capture relative to facultative aggregation in A. argentata, Craig (1991) found

that group size exerted a significant positive effect on prey encounter rate. Group size was

experimentally altered, therefore Craig's finding is consistent with her hypothesis that groups of spiders

are more attractive to prey, while controlling for the possibility that aggregations simply track prey

abundance. Perhaps the paucity of hymenopteran prey in the present study explains the lack of

consistency with previous work regarding benefits to aggregation. Spiders occupying habitats in which

mostly pollinators are captured might be more likely to respond by increasing the frequency or extent

of their UV-reflective decorations. Perhaps in habitats devoid of pollinators, the prey-attractive benefit

to web decorating is less pronounced. 

My observation that juveniles with closer neighbours are more likely to decorate is suggestive of

competition between close neighbours, but is still consistent with Craig's assertion that individuals
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within aggregations build decorations to gain a competitive edge over their closest neighbours (1991),

despite aggregation apparently improving foraging outcomes. Thus, my data do not rule out the

possibility that juvenile A. trifasciata participate in facultative aggregations. In adult webs, no relation

between distance to closest web and presence of a decoration was found, providing no support for

increased competition with close neighbours or a shift in prevalent prey capture strategy depending on

proximity to neighbours. However, the fact that adult webs with closer neighbours are less likely to

contain prey than more solitary supports increased competition in aggregations of adults, and is not

consistent with an amplified visual signal in aggregated spiders leading to increased prey capture. 

My findings imply that explanations for aggregation other than foraging advantages, such as

protection from predation, facilitation of mate searching for males due to shorter distances between

females, or perhaps an intensified pheromonal signal to facilitate male attraction, might be better

avenues for investigating the purpose of aggregative behaviour in A. trifasciata. A potential predation

protection function might influence the presence and degree of barrier webbing incorporated into a the

orbs of many Argiope spiders, particularly juveniles. Juveniles in my study were more inclined to build

these structures, for the purposes of defense (Higgins 1992). Little consideration has been given in the

literature to the fact that there might be a trade-off between the prey capture ability of a web and the

degree of barrier web protection it offers. Barrier webs are likely quite effective for both early warning

signal transmission and physically shielding spiders from potential predators, but they drastically limit

the amount of unobstructed orb surface available for prey interception. Perhaps individuals who attach

more barrier webbing to their webs build larger decorations such that increased prey attraction

compensates for reduced prey interception. Future research should investigate whether aggregating

serves a defensive role, and consider how aggregation interacts with foraging and defensive features of

webs. 

Support for a mating function of aggregation has recently been observed in Argiope radon, a
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species found in Australia that facultatively aggregates along river banks (Rao et al. 2009). Webs in

aggregations tended to harbour more males than solitary webs; in addition, males seemed preferentially

drawn to decorated rather than undecorated webs. More extensive data collection focused on male

presence relative to nearest neighbour distance and decorating behaviour could address this possibility

in A. trifasciata. Alternatively, more detailed investigation of prey capture data, such as short or long

term rates of capture or prey species assemblage, might better address whether A. trifasciata

aggregations serve a foraging function. 

Unaccounted-for heterogeneity in supporting vegetation structure, or spatial tracking of

abundance of a particular prey species, are alternative explanations for the apparent clumping of some

individuals in the present study. Perhaps my observation that juvenile webs with close neighbours were

more likely to be decorated simply indicates that aggregations form in areas where prey capture is more

plentiful or less stochastic, and specialist prey attraction strategies are consequently more feasible.

Detailed spatial analyses would be necessary to determine if the apparently clumped arrangement of

many juvenile and adult spiders in this study was in fact non-random. It is also possible that prey

abundance in this study was not low or unpredictable enough for aggregated webs to reveal a

measurable prey capture advantage. 

Future Directions

An enclosure study could simultaneously address the hypotheses that stabilimenta can be attractive to

prey and predators, and that web size and web decorating are potentially alternative strategies whose

employment depends on environmental context. Subjecting spiders to an abundance of prey and

predators that have been proven to be attracted to stabilimenta (i.e., mantids, Seah and Li 2001; wasps,

Cheng and Tso 2007) would experimentally address these hypotheses. Assuming that there is an effect,
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comparing spider behaviour when exposed to different densities of only prey, only predators, or both,

could further address the question of when it is profitable to decorate, and in what contexts might it be

too risky. An additional dimension crucial for increased understanding of stabilimentum function is to

examine intra-individual variation in web decorating behaviour over time. Paired with genetic studies

to obtain information about the heritability of decorating behaviour and its frequency, observing how

web decorating behaviour varies with spider stadium, and in response to perceivable environmental

factors, in individual spiders, would lead to an increased understanding of the plasticity of web

decorating as a behavioural response to varying environmental conditions. 

To investigate the maintenance of high aciniform gland activity as the ultimate function of

stabilimenta in Argiope spiders, a useful future direction would extend on Walter et al. (2008), testing

their model that proposes a positive feedback loop between increased decorating behaviour and

increased ability to capture abundant prey in quick succession due to highly active silk glands. Within-

and across-species comparisons, examining decoration frequency and size relative to ability to capture

multiple prey in a short timeframe, would provide a comprehensive approach to addressing the

question “what initial pressures led to the evolution of aciniform silk decorations in orb weavers?”. 

To increase understanding of potential pathways for the evolution of sociality in spiders, and to

better understand how web decorating and aggregation interact, future studies must modify web

decorations while exploring all possible benefits to aggregation. Stabilimenta could conceivably play

important roles in foraging, defensive, and reproductive functions of facultative aggregation. Given the

plethora of species- and hypothesis-specific studies, research that only takes into account one aspect of

life history, one functional hypothesis, or even one species, is no longer useful. 

For all avenues of future research into web decoration function, special consideration must be

paid to plasticity, context-dependence, ontogenetic variation, phylogeny, and the possibility that

stabilimenta simultaneously fulfill multiple adaptive roles. Functional hypotheses must not be assumed
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to be mutually exclusive unless there is explicit evidence to that effect. Experimentally examining

multiple hypotheses of stabilimentum function in several related species, particularly those that are

sympatric, is certainly the most lucrative approach, as this would simultaneously consider the effects of

genetics and environment on the evolution of web-decorating behaviour. 

Contributions to Science

This study provides observational evidence in support of several diverse functions of stabilimenta in

the orb-weaving spider Argiope trifasciata. Hypotheses of stabilimentum function relating to prey

attraction, maintenance of high aciniform gland activity, and aggregation are simultaneously given

consideration within a single dataset. The IT-approach to model selection has not previously been used

to address hypotheses of stabilimentum function, and provides a novel analytical approach to an area of

study that is rife with controversy. Gaining an understanding of the variables that best predict

stabilimentum length, stabilimentum presence, and prey presence in decorated webs through IT-model

selection supported by directed hypothesis testing lends renewed confidence to previously tested

hypotheses. The emphasis placed on context-dependence and simultaneous diverse functions

throughout this study is much needed in the investigation of orb-web decoration; many previous studies

have naively implied that evidence supporting one hypothesis in an isolated scenario is equivalent to

evidence against all others. 
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SUMMARY

1. Stabilimenta in orb-weaving spiders are hypothesized to exemplify sensory exploitation facilitating

prey capture in a sit-and-wait predator, as pollinators and other flying insects are attracted to both UV

reflective floral guides and web decorations. Several studies have found either direct or indirect support

for the prey attraction hypothesis of stabilimenta, but differences between adults and juveniles are often

ignored, as is the possibility that stabilimentum function may be context dependent, and thus that web

decorating may serve multiple functions, even simultaneously. 

2. In this study, evidence was found consistent with a trade-off between web decorating and a large

capture area as alternative prey capture strategies in both juvenile and adult Argiope trifasciata. Web

diameter positively predicted prey presence in undecorated but not decorated webs, and small web size

predicted stabilimentum presence for both juveniles and adults. In adults, the trade-off was only evident

for small spiders, as would be expected assuming poorer physical condition of relatively small

individuals. 

3. Data were consistent with the hypothesis that stabilimenta may function to maintain high aciniform

gland activity to enable frequent and spontaneous wrap attacks. For both age classes, larger spider size

predicted larger decoration size, which would be expected considering that larger spiders have greater

resource needs and must capture larger prey, requiring more silk during a wrap attack, or more frequent

prey, requiring more frequent wrap attacks. 

4. Findings were not consistent with the hypothesis that grouped spiders experience higher prey yields

due to an amplified visual prey attractive signal. Adult webs were more spaced apart than juvenile

webs than might be expected based on web diameter difference. For juveniles, webs with a closer

neighbour were more likely to be decorated, indicating an increased need for prey attraction in the

presence of a nearby competitor. For adults, more solitary webs were more likely to contain prey. 


